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We are delighted to name our 2008 Internationalists of the Year— the

brand champions who are instrumental in making campaigns work

around the world. Their insights, risk-taking and hard work are inspiring

examples of industry leadership, but especially so at this point in our

economic history.

Although backgrounds, industry sectors and geographies may be

diverse, two key elements unify all of their actions: innovation and

passion. Outstanding work today only comes about through a dedication

to a spirit of innovation, and passion is often a key determining factor in

creating success. As the industry becomes more complex through

technology, measurement and changing consumer desires, it is satisfying

to know that some core truths can be found at the heart of those who are

our leaders, innovators and achievers.

These 2008 Internationalists are advocates of international projects

that simply would not have happened without their energy, collaborative

thinking and belief in their brands. The Internationalist’s mission is to

showcase the people and ideas behind today’s successful cross-border ad

campaigns and breakthrough marketing accomplishments. Connecting

with these individuals and understanding their work has unquestionably

advanced the business of communications.

We congratulate the 2008 Internationalists of the Year!

Deborah Malone, publisher

Celebrating the People Behind
Today’s International Campaigns

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LITIGATION // ENTERTAINMENT // CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

NEW MEDIA // LICENSING COPYRIGHT

REGISTRATION TRADEMARK

ERIC VAUGHN-FLAM ESQ.
OF SANDERS|ORTOLI|VAUGHN-FLAM|ROSENSTADT LLP

501 Madison Avenue, 14th floor, New York, NY 10022-5616

tel: +1-212-588-0022 fax: +1-212-826-9307
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FuturePresence, a Brisbane, Australia-based consultancy that is part futures think-tank and part adaptation specialist,
announced their 2009 Annual Business Trend Forecast. According to the report, “2009 will be a year of tectonic plate shifting
change, challenge and renewal.”

The report offers advice to corporations as it outlines the current interests and concerns of consumers today. Key
recommendations include:

Business Trends Points towardChange,
Challenge&Renewal

OptimismApparentAmongBusiness Leaders,
According toMindshare
At the end of 2008, Mindshare released the results of their Business MindReader survey which found— remarkably—
that 96% of business leaders are confident about 2009, despite the current economic news. The media agency
gathered responses from 5,500 business decision makers in key world markets including the UK, France, Germany,
Spain, Italy, Brazil, Russia, India, Mexico and the US.

A quick summary of the data showed the following:

96% of respondents confirmed their optimism for 2009 and stated that they were not sceptical about the future faced
by their businesses.

73% nonetheless, admitted that economic uncertainly ws still their key concern

50% believed that finding and keeping talent was a priority in these times

72%maintained that focusing on big issues as a key priority.

94% claimed they would explore new challenges for their businesses, rather than take the accepted path.

Shelia Byfield, leader of business planning at Mindshare Worldwide London cited senior executives like Sir Richard
Branson and Sir Martin Sorrell as “change drivers.” According to Byfield, “They influence the future shape of our
business worlds and are incredibly important to the future director of business brands.”

SIMPLICITY
Companies should focus heavily on their relevance,
function and utility in 2009. Consumers do not want frills
or excess. It also may serve most companies to sell directly
to consumers through various online means. “Raw and
upfront marketing, unfinished fonts, one phrase
messaging, crude materials and even genuine flaws will
also be embraced by companies and consumers alike, as
everything becomes psychologically stripped back and
simplified,” according to the report.

TRANSPARENCY
Radical transparency is another theme for 2009. This
means that former reputation protection strategies will be
changed in favor of uncensored internal blogs. The
proactive admission of corporate mistakes and transparent
employee generated job previews will become the norm.

ECO-FRIENDLY
Despite economic anxieties, the trend for eco-friendly
products and services will continue, albeit with an
“austerity wash,” says FuturePresence. Consumers will opt
to save both their pennies and their planet in 2009 by
turning trash into treasure through “up-cycling”, and by
embracing thrifty eco-living solutions, such as bicycle
renting and urban veggie gardens.

HOPE, PURPOSE, POSITIVISM
Organizations that provide hope, purpose or even a simple
positive message in the midst of anxious times will benefit.
Consumer fear and uncertainty also create a high demand
for corporate clarity and certainty through reputable,
reliable and consolidated information sources and filtering
services.
CONTACT: http://www.future-presence.com
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2009Marks the EuropeanYear of
Innovation&Creativity
“Imagine. Create. Innovate.” is the new slogan created by The

European Commission to introduce their campaign for the

European Year of Creativity and Innovation 2009 (EYCI). This

new initiative, launched in Prague on January 7th, intends to

promote creative and innovative approaches in varying sectors,

while better preparing the European Union to face the challenges

that 2009 may present.

The EYCI will also address some of the following themes
that relate directly to the marketing and sectors:

• information and communication technologies as media
for creative self-expression
• promoting innovation as the route to sustainable
development
• cultural diversity as a source of creativity and innovation
• developing a wider understanding of the innovation
process and a more entrepreneurial attitude as
prerequisites for continued prosperity
• regional and local development strategies based on
creativity and innovation
• cultural and creative industries including design – where
the aesthetic and the economic coincide
• maintaining engagement with creative forms of self-
expression throughout adult life

The initiative has also named Ambassadors of the Year
from each of the EU countires who are high-profile figures
committed to the aims of Creativity and Innovation.
Although they represent a broad spectrum of disciplines
from the sciences to the arts, those with marketing
relevance include:
• Esko Tapani Aho (FINLAND), statesman and former
Prime Minister of Finland, author of report on
innovation, Nokia's Head of Corporate Relations and
Responsibility and Executive Vice-President
• Karlheinz Brandenburg (DENMARK), researcher in
information and communication technology
• Jean-Philippe Courtois (FRANCE), President, Microsoft
International
• Bengt-Åke Lundvall (DENMARK), leading European
researcher on innovation

• Ken Robinson (UK), leader in the development of
creativity, innovation and human resources
• Erik Spiekermann (GERMANY), typographer and
designer.

Both EurActiv, the multilingual portal for news and anlysis
on EU policies, and Euro Taxi, a European TV popular-
opinion program, are the media partners for the European
Year of Creativity and Innovation.

The European Commission is also seeking other
organization partners for the European Year of Creativity
and Innovation.
CONTACT: http://create2009.europa.eu
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Less thanHalf ofUSCMOs
Currently Embrace Social NetworkMarketing
The likes of Facebook and MySpace may have become a
major social phenomenon in the last 5 years, yet 55% of
the chief marketing officers at leading brands surveyed by
Dallas-based Epsilon Marketing Consulting said they’re
not too interested (22%), or not interested at all (33%), in
incorporating the social networking sites into their
marketing strategies.

Although “dialogue marketing” is a significant industry
trend, only 10% percent of CMO survey respondents said
they are using social sites in their marketing plans. The
social media elements that are being most embraced
include:

Internet forums 52%
Webinars 52%
Webcasts and podcasts 47%
Email 47%
Blogs 37%
Social Networks like Facebook and MySpace 35%

According to Steve Cone, Chief Marketing Officer of
Epsilon, sites like Facebook “narrowly appeal to college
and high school students, providing a challenge as far as
measuring results and yielding a limited amount of
actionable data.”

Interestingly, 27% of marketing executives nonetheless
identified social networking and word of mouth as tools
they most want to introduce into their marketing mix to
compensate for anticipated budget cuts — ahead of all
other elements of traditional or digital marketing.

Other key trends sited in the Epsilon CMO survey include:
• CMOs bracing for budget reductions identified email as
the channel they are least likely to cut back on versus
any other tool in the traditional or digital marketing mix.
• While just over half of the companies surveyed already
use consumer data mining, 23% more said that they
plan to utilize the technology in the next 12 months.
• 55% of those not already employing web analytics plan
to do so in the next 12 months.

Customer loyalty and rewards programs show divergent
results, with 33% of companies already using the strategy
and 17% planning to use it in the next year. However 50%
are not using or planning to use these programs.

Epsilon is a leading marketing services firm providing
both online and offline marketing services to some of the
most-recognized brands in the world. Its late-October
online survey was completed by top consumer and
business-to-business marketing executives at 180 brands
whose annual revenues range from $250 million to over
$10 billion. The survey was conducted by GfK Roper
Public Affairs and Media, of New York.
CONTACT: www.epsilon.com

Advertising Significantly
Influences GreenDecisions

London’s IPC Media has found that advertising is a primary influencer among women who are interested in environmental
and eco-friendly initiatives. In fact, advertising, according to their Green Matters Survey to British women, was found to be
more effective in influencing decisions than editorial content.

This rolling research program, part of the IPC’s Origin Panel, questioned 7,500 U.K.-based women about their means of
becoming informed and making choices about environmentally-conscious issues and products.

The media in general accounts for a 75% increase of women who are now more environmentally aware, according to the
study.

59% of the women surveyed stated that advertising was “most influential” when considering the environment.

42% claimed that both magazine articles and the Internet effected their thinking about changing to a greener
lifestyle.

Other key influencers include friends, family and children.
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Consumers are now becoming more proficient at using their latest “smartphones” while shopping, and according to a new study by
ForeSee, an organization that studies “e-tailing” and customers’ online shopping preferences, mobile shopping usage will double in
2009.

The study found that currently just 29% of online shoppers use their phone to help make shopping decisions. Of this group
40% say they photograph the product under consideration and email it to someone for feedback. Roughly 24% of the current
phone-shopper group uses their mobile devices to go online for price comparisons, while 15% access product reviews.

As a result, the ForeSee report suggests that "Mobile apps offer a huge opportunity for retailers to encourage in-store
purchases." For example, shops that encourage "phone a
friend" efforts may benefit from encouraging consumers
to make their mobile phone part of the shopping
experience.

"Going forward,” the study recommends, “retailers
should encourage ‘smartphone’ users to adopt retailer-
generated mobile apps--not only to ask about a product
or send a picture of a product to a friend, but to
compare online prices, remember specs of something
they were researching online, and identify the proper
model or version of a wish list item."based digital
design company. Will Travis, Attik’s President is now in
a senior Business Development role at Dentsu Holdings
USA, Inc., also reporting to Tim Andree.

The potential for mobile marketing is
considered to be vast, because texting is so
popular. According to estimates by Gartner, a
technology research firm, roughly 2.3 trillion
texts were sent in 2008 across major markets,
with about 301 billion in the U.S. Gartner is
also projecting that worldwide mobile
advertising exceeded $2.7 billion in 2008, up
from $1.7 billion in 2007.

11www.internationalistmagazine.com

Use ofMobile Phones toAid
ShoppingDecision toDouble in 2009

The Hong Kong Tatler, with the full support of the Hong Kong Tourism Board, has invited 17 top
chefs to create “Cuisine of the World,” the most sumptuous banquet ever conceived, to raise funds
for the Community Chest of Hong Kong and to promote Hong Kong as a fine-dining capital.

This rolling research program, part of the IPC’s Origin Panel, questioned 7,500 U.K.-based
women about their means of becoming informed and making choices about environmentally-
conscious issues and products.

The chefs will source some of the world’s most precious ingredients to produce a 13-
course menu, combining the best of Eastern and Western cuisines.
To launch the event, a “Cuisine of the World” theme song had been released, written by

Mr Pong Nan and featuring vocals from some of the participating chefs. Renowned fashion
designer Mr Dorian Ho has also designed a special uniform for the occasion.
The online bidding price for "Cuisine of the World" starts at USD $50,000. Net proceeds

from the bidding will be donated to the Community Chest of Hong Kong. The winning bidder can
select a dining venue from a list of four to celebrate this rare feast with friends and family.

HongKongMarkets
“Cuisine of theWorld”

“
”
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WPP’s Sorrell looks at 2009, 2010 andBeyond…

Sir Martin Sorrell is always an
effective speaker; he has mastered
the art of interacting candidly with
an audience while outlining a
handful of key points and relating
current situations as substantiation.
His performance was up to its usual
standards on January 21 when he
addressed the IAA (International
Advertising Association) monthly
business luncheon in London,
courtesy of sponsorship by CNN.
Having arrived directly from

President Obama’s Inauguration ceremonies, he was slated to
address: “2009: What’s Coming Down the Line?”

Quipping, “I will do what all good agencies do, and I’ll ignore
the brief,” Sorrell offered his thoughts on the immediate future of
the industry, the role the WPP brands will play, and some personal
comments about the United States — having been amid the
Washington festivities only a few hours earlier.

Although he acknowledged that economics were today’s
central issue and that the advertising world order had recently
changed with China’s surpassing Germany for the #4 ad market
spot, he noted that “The U.S. is still a dominant player.” The size
difference between the top-ranked U.S. and even second-ranked
Japan is still dramatically significant. Sorrell admitted being
personally affected when he saw so many educated, young people
at the U.S. Presidential Inauguration, particularly African-
Americans, who were clearly moved and inspired by Barack
Obama. He called this new wave of American youth “a powerful
engine,” and told his audience: “Never underestimate America or
the American people.”

As to Western Europe, he felt that “the jury’s not out on
France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the U.K.” Unless there are
significant political, economic and structural changes, he is
concerned about the region’s ability to recover quickly.

At the core of Martin Sorrell’s current thinking are three points:
1. NewMarkets, 2. NewMedia and 3. Consumer Insights. His
emphasis as WPP’s Chief Executive is to insure that the majority of
the holding company’s vast businesses fit squarely within these
three growth sectors.

NEWMARKETS
The world’s growth and economic power is shifting.
Sorrell’s primary emphasis now is on both the BRIC
(Brazil, Russia, India, China) countries and the new
“N-11” or Next Eleven fast growth players — Bangladesh,
Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, The
Philippines, South Korea, Turkey, and Vietnam. (Both
BRIC and N-11 are designations by investment bank
Goldman Sachs to categorize countries that have the high
potential to become the world’s largest economies in the
21st century, based on their promising outlooks for
investment and future growth.)
The only current weak spot in this group, according to

Sorrell, is Russia; however, he believes the country will
weather a temporary downturn of 10-15% until oil prices
rise again.

NEWMEDIA
Newmedia has brought about profound change to the
industry, and themedia sector, says Sorrell, continues to be
“disintermediated” by low-cost businessmodels. Nonetheless,
he believes themarketing and communications business a
“vibrant” industry that remains “front and center of
importance.”
“The painful thing for old media is it will never be the

same again,’ Sorrell said. “It will never be as profitable as it
has been.” Sorrell offered some UK specifics, citing WPP’s
GroupM forecast which estimates a drop in ad spending by
5.8% in 2008 and 6% in 2009 within his homemarket.
To underscore how television has fared, he mentioned that
“ITV andMichael Grade continually say it (TV airtime) is
as cheap as it’s ever been and impacts are up, so why aren’t
they buying?”
In the print sector, he believes that “structural changes”

such as job losses, declining circulation
and drops in advertising will continue.
The problem originated in the early
90’s when the newmedia industry
was created as free to consumers.
Although this was the rightmove
from the consumer point of view, it
has changed the nature of the print
businessmodel. “It is impossible to
take it back up,” he said. “You can
always start up here and take the
pricing down, but you can’t start there

“
”

Noneof our clientswill survive and prosper unless
they continue to differentiate themselves in either
tangible or intangibleways. Innovation and branding
aremore important than other factors right now. The
two go verymuch together, but innovation is key.
Without innovation you can’t have branding.
Differentiation,which is at the heart of everything
we do atWPP, is critical.
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and start moving it up.” The British regional press is being hit
particulary hard, with revenues expected to decline 19.1% in
2008 and a further 13.2% in 2009, according to GroupM.
Sorrell recalled a company like Johnston Press was “the best
runmedia company in the U.K.” just a few years ago. Now its
market cap has “gone from £1.2bn to virtually nothing in a
very short space of time.”

CONSUMER INSIGHT
Market research, according to Sorrell, is becoming only
more important during changing times and such insights
lead to more relevant brand differentiation. Of course, the
WPP acquisition of research powerhouse TNS-Taylor Nelson
Sofres will change the composition of Sorrell’s holding
company so that a higher percentage will be derived from
marketing services, rather than advertising.

Sir Martin Sorrell also alluded to 6 other, smaller factors
that will shape our business moving forward:

•Globalization or that the fact that newmarkets will
becomemore important to continued growth.

•Over-capacity in major industries like automotive will
result in less sales. (However, he notes that talent is in
increasingly short supply.)

• Even the newmedia world is some pressure which is
resulting in cost-cutting and lowered earnings expectation.

•Discount Retailers like Walmart, Tesco and Carrefour will
be come stronger. If they represent 8% of a market now,
they have the capacity to grow to 20% or more.

• Internal aligments and external implementations are
becoming more significant.

• Local v. Global emphasis continues with a new focus on
cost-effective local execution.
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Mother TongueWriters, the London-based language adaptation specialists, are colorfully demonstrating the
perils of themis-translation andmisinterpretation when advertisers roll out multinational campaigns without
taking a serious look at language and culture.

In fact, they are offering a packet of cock soup to prove their point. In Jamaica, “Cock Flavour Soup
Mix” is a normal description of chicken soup; however, the namemay not work so well in other parts of the
English-speaking world. To use a British slang expression, Mother Tongue is working to show how
advertisers might avoid “cultural cock ups” with language.

According to Guy Gilpin, co-founder andManaging Director of Mother TongueWriters, “It’s a tragedy
when you see excellent advertising campaigns and product launches compromised by poor understanding of
language and cultural issues, but it’s not surprising.” Why would anyone but specialists have knowledge of all
the nuances and all the pitfalls of communicating campaigns into different countries and across cultures?

Our research estimates that less than half of global companies have their end lines translated by
specialists whichmeans plenty of scope for error,” says Gilpin. “And with approximately a fifth of advertising translation in digital
formats there are issues with the layout and way information is viewed and absorbed by users so digital transcreation requires a
different skill set.” To get you own pack of cock flavour soup, contact: guy@mothertongue.com

Mother’s Tongue’s Tongue-in-CheekPromotion

On January 2, 2009 pro-Hamas “Islamic
Resistance Movement” hackers from Turkey
took over the home page of The Internationalist
Magazine website. The hack was timed to
protest Israel’s bombing of Gaza and contained
a link to a Turkish language website with what
appeared to be patriotic material. No malicious
viruses were associated with the hacking, and
The Internationalist web team was able to
restore the site after getting messages from
subscribers from around the world.

The Internationalist site was not the only
victim of pro-Palestinian hacking from the
Muslim world. A significant number of high-
profile Isreali sites were vandalized.
Interestingly, the website for Olympic swimming
champion, Michael Phelps, was also defaced by
the same Turkish hackers. We suspect that The
Internationalist was targeted because of its
name or because international marketing
executives may have been a considered an
audience for pro-Hamas messages.

The Internationalist enjoys relationships with
marketing and media executives throughout the
world, has significant distribution in many Arab
states, and is politically neutral. Hamas, a
Palestinian political and social organization, has
governed the Gaza portion of the Palestinian
Territories since June 2007.

InternationalistWebsite
Targeted byHamas

Germany’s GWP has been renamed iq media marketing this January.
According to Bob Breen, the company’s International Business Director, "’iq’,
stands primarily for ’innovation and quality’, with a none too subtle suggestion
of ’intelligence quotient’ thrown in. It works equally well in German and
English. And its orange color just happens to be the corporate color of our
flagship title Handelsblatt....what a happy coincidence!

The newly renamed Düsseldorf-headquartered company has a 30-year
history that began with the ad sales and marketing ofWirtschaftsWoche,
followed by the addition of products from the Handelsblatt Publishing
Group. Today iq media marketing is a leading marketer of
“decision-maker” media across all platforms which include: daily
newspapers, weekly newspapers, weekly magazines, monthly magazines,
quality TV stations, quality publisher websites and quality communities.

iq media marketing also represents more than 300 media products
throughout the world of high journalist standards with quality target groups
including The Times of London, Spain’s El Mundo, France’s La Tribune and
Italy’s La Repubblica.

“Our high-level media expertise and the strong quality media we market
are unique not only in Germany but throughout Europe,” says Harald
Wahls, Managing Director of iq media marketing. “We reach the top
decision-makers in the widely varying fields of business, politics, science,
technology and culture around the clock. Alongside our standard
advertising products, our plans for 2009 once again include a whole series
of innovative advertising formats and intelligent, inter-media and cross-
media concepts that will focus the attention of advertisers even more
strongly on the decision-maker media and enable both media agencies and
advertisers to communicate with their decision-maker target groups even
more effectively.”
Contact: robert.breen@iqm.de or www.igm.dec

iqmediaDebuts toOffer
Innovation&Quality
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Now that the U.S. has a new CMO for the

country — yes, Hillary Clinton— it’s

time to consider the essentials that are

hopefully on her agenda in order to win

back the indifferent “customers” around

the world who’ve been downgrading

Brand USA in favor of more sympathetic

nations under better organizational

leadership over the past 8 years.

As Secretary of State, her role — like

those before her — essentially involves

researching the market by canvassing

opinions of other world leaders about

their “brand experience,” promoting the

American point-of-view (“brand

personality”), marketing the desirability of

our entrepreneurial business culture to

potential inward investors (“service

support”), all the while demonstrating

diplomacy when challenged by opposing

opinions (“testing the marketing plan”).

It’s a tough job, but a critical one now

more than ever before.

From the perspective of many

national leaders and consumers around

the world, the US model of capitalism

appears to be broken, needing urgent

(but thoughtful) repair before it is re-

exported to other parts of the world. Over

the past 20 years in Europe — based on

my direct experience of living and

working in one of its most dynamic hubs,

London— our public diplomacy

scorecard has been steadily worsening as

have perceptions that the US is an ethical,

reliable, honest and admirable place in

which to do business.

As evidence on top of the plethora of

research findings of this decline in

goodwill — including the studies by New

York’s Business for Diplomatic Action

(full disclosure: I sit on the Senior

Advisory Board of this organization) —

an initiative was launched this past

November by 17 of America’s largest

companies including Wal-Mart, General

Electric, PepsiCo, Dell, United Airlines

and Accenture to improve American

business’ ethical standards to stop the

decline in our public opinion. Not only is

this an issue for US corporates overseas

but also at home where executives fly

private jets to begging meetings on

Capitol (Capital?) Hill. This Business

Ethics Leadership Alliance from the

Ethisphere Institute has members sign

up to four principles including not paying

bribes; avoiding conflict of interests and

increased accountability.

Secretary Clinton should take a leaf

from the professional marketer's book in

deploying approaches that ensure

businesses around the world are re-

engaged to trade with us and invest in our

economy. The "Four P's of Marketing"

needing her most urgent attention are:

Price: in terms of needless time wasted

and stress, remove the hassle factor we

force the rest of the world to go through

by managing the overly-long lines at our

airports and borders. You may not be

aware that your international colleagues

now have yet another hoop to jump

through if they want to come to the US

(and they’ll really, really have to want to

come!) which is the Electronic System

Travel Authorisation (ESTA) visa waiver

for pre-travel clearance, thanks to our

marketing-friendly friends at The

Department of Homeland Security. This

now replaces the lovely green cards

traditionally received on the plane, which

all visitors need to obtain more than 24

hours before departure. So any urgent,

short-notice meetings you were planning

to have involving your overseas

colleagues — well, you can forget those

now.

Product: fix the model of capitalism to be

one that’s more transparent and ethical,

which is already underway by the private

sector with the birth of the Business

Ethics Leadership Alliance;

Promotion: raise the level of investment

in those already in, and being recruited

for, the diplomatic corps by improving

their training about the rest of the world,

including business cultures. Trust them

and give them the freedom to act on-the-

ground and be true “first responders”

without the traditional HQmicro-

management so they can influence their

target markets in more effective ways

Place: broaden the points of presence

where international business people can

access American products, services and

business culture in open, not

protectionist, climates

Clearly our new CMO has her work

cut out, but a few early fixes by her and

her team can win back the international

loyalty, goodwill and spending our

economy rightly deserves. America

invented professional marketing — now

let’s demonstrate we know how to use it.

Allyson Stewart-Allen is recognized as the world's leading authority on
trans-Atlantic business, international marketing and working across
business cultures. As founder of International Marketing Partners, Allyson
Stewart-Allen advises a number of Fortune 100 companies and national
government agencies. She is a member of the Advisory Board of the New
York-based organization Business for Diplomatic Action (BDA), a judge of
the Stevie International Business Awards Co-author of the first book on
U.S. business (Working with Americans, Prentice Hall), and a regular
contributor to the international business media including CNN, BBC,
USA Today, Newsweek, Business Week, Les Echos, Bloomberg,
Financial Times, Sky News, Wall Street Journal, Marketingmagazine as
well as the major daily newspapers.

America’s New CMOneeds to Reposition
Brand USAAbroad
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This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the adventures
we all experience by living a life of constant worldwide travel.
If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a revolution or committed an
unforgettable cultural faux pas, everyone in our community
will be curious to hear about it. Please do tell us, and don’t
forget the photos!

TO SUBMITTO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

GLOBETROTTERS

AMER ’S FOREIGN

TRANSITION

� Amer Yaqub, who had

been responsible for interna-

tional sales at TheWashing-

ton Post for the last several

years, has started the year with in a role as

Publisher of Foreign Policymagazine.

Foreign Policy founded in 1970, became

part of The Slate Group just last autumn,

which is owned by TheWashington Post

Company.FP focuses on global politics,

economics and idea, and is a 2007 and 2003

winner of theNationalMagazineAward for

General Excellence. Readers include leaders in

business, government, and professional sectors

throughout 160 countries.FP also publishes

local language editions inAlbanian, Arabic,

Bulgarian, French, Korean, Portuguese,

Spanish, Romanian, andRussian.

According to Amer, “my role at The

Post has been one of the best jobs in the

industry; however, I’m excited by this new

position and working in an area that it is

of critical today.” Amer has also joined

just as a new ForeignPolicy.com website

has been launched.

CONTACT: amer.yaqub@foreignpolicy.com

MIKE VAUGHTON &

HIS SWISS LIFE

� Eurosport’sMike

Vaughton has been

promoted to the role of

Regional Director-

f r o m t h e b l a c k b e r r y o f d e b o r a h m a l o n e

International Key accounts and Partner-

ships, and is now based in Geneva, Switzer-

land. Some may find the location odd for

the Paris-headquartered company with a

London-based sales group. However, the

location suits Mike perfectly. He and his

English wife actually now call a little village

near Annecy in Haute-Savoie, France their

home. And it’s a reasonable drive from

Geneva.

In addition to a time-consuming, globe-

trotting job, Mike has another portion of

his life that reads like the Peter Mayle

novel,Hotel Pastis. His family operates a

bed and breakfast called La Ferme de

Champ Pelaz. They have transformed a

mid-19th century farmhouse to a welcom-

ing home, which they happily share with

guests. They have four guest rooms that

overlook a pool in summer and have winter

access to the ski resorts of La Clusaz, Cha-

monix, Mégève and Flaine.

There is a joke in America that asks,

“How do you make $1million with a B&B?

Start with $2 million!” Mike Vaughton

may be an exception to the rule, though.

Le Ferme’s website offers a Guestbook

section with comments. Here’s a typical

entry: “Always the warmest of welcomes

from the most wonderfully friendly and

helpful hosts, with superb local and

regional knowledge. We always have a

relaxing and thoroughly enjoyable stay. Le

Ferme just can’t be faulted. Highly

recommended!” Obviously Mike and his

wife are going something right!

CONTACT: www.champ-pelaz.com or

mvaughton@eurosport.com

OBITUARY
Jeff Foley, a career advertising sales executive, formerly with The New Yorker
andCondé Nast Traveler and most recently with his own independent
international ad representation company, died suddenly at home in Connecticut
USA during the week between the Christmas and New Years holidays. He had
celebrated his 50th birthday earlier in the year.

Long known for his dedication to the travel advertising category, Jeff will
always be remembered for the sheer enthusiasm he demonstrated for

participating in business In 2008 his company, TMS— Travel Marketing Solutions, began work with the
UK’s Associated Newspaper Group and Cathay Pacific’s inflight magazines, includingDiscovery.

According to Ed Burness, who heads Associated’s International Sales Group, “Jeff was a delightful
colleague and his enthusiasm was unparalleled. It is a terrible tragedy to lose someone so young and vibrant.”
Peter Jeffery, Managing Director of Asian In-Flight Media Ltd., said, “Jeff was one of our top-performing
international reps. During the 15 years I knew him, the one characteristic that continuously shone through
was his great optimism. His enthusiasm was infectious and we will all miss this.”



Declan Moore was recently named senior vice
president of international publishing at the
National Geographic Society and will return
toWashington later in 2009. In this newly-ex-
panded role, he will lead the Society’s Interna-
tional Licensing andAlliances (ILA) publishing
group, while continuing in his current role
with the magazine and website.

Under Moore’s leadership, international
advertising sales at the magazine have dou-
bled over the past two years, while online
sales have tripled in just the last year.

National Geographic has 32 local lan-
guage editions now reaches 40 million people
monthly.The ILA division manages 18 lan-
guage editions of National Geographic Kids,
14 editions of National GeographicTraveler
and annually publishes 400+ titles of National
Geographic Books in 37 languages. Other ed-
ucational materials are distributed in over 90
countries.
CONTACT: declan.moore@ngm-intl.com
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JIM KOENE, A TRUE
DUTCH MASTER,
RETIRES
�This is not typically an Age of
Loyalty. However, Jim Koene

often defied convention —
not with revolutionary
zeal, but with old-fash-
ioned decency. He spent
his 40-year career loyal
to but one company —
The Netherland’s lead-
ing publisher, Elsevier,
now better known as
Reed Business Media
Amsterdam. He retired
at the end of 2008 to
better enjoy an already
rich life filled with
family, friends and
doting grandchildren.
Yet, many can’t believe
he’s actually gone —
just on another round-
the-world business trip.
Jim’s 4-decade

marathon as International
Account Director put him in touch

with advertisers, agencies and media reps
in nearly every country on earth. He
never tired of the people in the business;

he seemed to gain energy with every
meeting. A truly global person and
passionate Dutchman, I recall the first
time I met Jim at his offices just outside
Amsterdam about 15 years ago. He spent
a long time talking about why the Dutch
were historically great traders and
explorers, and truly internationally-
minded people today. (In fact, Professor
Koene taught me a few things about the
Big Apple as early New Amsterdam.)

Always a gracious host, Jim was an
even more gracious guest. He attended
the Connect Alliance meetings since their
inception in an effort to support his rep-
resentative companies in Europe.
Although these meetings were held for
the benefit of publishers like Jim, he
always believed his role was to express
appreciation. He made a celebrated
tradition of taking center stage, offering
praise and bearing gifts — typically
hand-crafted gifts from Holland. (He not
hesitated to remind people about the
importance of his market!)

If I were to characterize the role that
Jim Koene played in our industry, it was
that of sage, elder, welcomer. Sadly, those
roles don’t exist any more. Maybe he’ll
return from retirement periodically, so we
don’t forget those values.

TOM SMITH STARTS
TRENDSTREAM
� Tom Smith, former
head of consumer
futures EMEA at
Universal McCann Lon-
don and contributor to
this magazine, has left
the agency after seven
years to start his own
consulting company,
called Trendstream.

The new venture
is dedicated to
understanding global trends in web
usage. Tom’s now busy developing
research products that will provide unique
data, insights and analysis on how
consumers use the internet throughout
the world.

He hopes that Trendstream will
enable him to expand his reputation in
digital research and insight. In his
former role at Universal McCann, he
received strong acknowledgement for his
Wave research on social media trends,
which included the global media tracker,
"Power to the People".
CONTACT: tom@trendstream.net
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LORIEN’STRIPTO OZ
� Lorien Reckmeyer, a
California native who
most recently worked in
New York at both
Huson International
Media and Publcitas,
has moved to Sydney
Australia to work at
Westwick-Farrow Pub-

lishing’s online division. Her role is to
grow the business as Client Services &
Marketing Manager for WFOnline.

She connected with the publisher
through her work in international media
in New York. Although Lorien had

vacationed in Sydney four years ago, she
had never lived there. She now makes her
home in a suburb called Wahroonga.

“I’ve already reached out to the local
IAA Chapter here, and plan to get
involved so that the New York and Sydney
Chapters can soon have more of a working
relationship.”

OTHER COMINGS & GOINGS:
� Mediaedge:cia announced that AXEL
DUMONT is transferring from the
agency’s Paris office to New York to lead
the global Monster account. TBWA
Worldwide promoted SUZANNE
POWERS to global strategy director, work-

ing across the TBWA network's portfolio
of MARS brands, which includes
Pedigree, Whiskas, Dove and Twix.
ALISA MONNIER joined IPG’s
Mediabrands Diversified Service Groups
as external marketing communications
director. She joins Mediabrands from
Spark, where she was director of
marketing communications.W magazine
named a new Luxury Director for Europe
— ELIZABETH HAYNES. She replaces
CHARLES DEBURGH, who’s retiring
after 28 years with the magazine. Harvard
Business Review announced a new central
U.S. sales director, JAMES MACK, who
will bebased in Chicago.

(Left to right); NYWICI Programming Committee Co-Chair Timi Lewis,
Catherine Kaputa, Carolyn Kepcher, Paricia Kitchen, Bonnie St. John, Dorris
P. Meister, Trish Regan, Programming Committe Co-Chair Leslie Hunt.

THRIVING IN A TOUGH ECONOMY “TAKE A CHANCE. NOW’S THE TIME”
On January 6th, the New York Women in Communications, Inc. (NYWICI)
offered a member event at the Doubletree Times Square called, “Thriving in a
Tough Economy.”

The panel was moderated by CNBC Anchor and Reporter, Trish Regan.
The speakers included Catherine Kaputa, brand strategist and president of
SelfBrand; Carolyn Kepcher, co-founder and CEO of Carolyn and Co. Media;
Patricia Kitchen, columnist at Newsday; Doris P. Meister, senior vice
president and managing director at Bernstein Global Wealth Management;
and Bonnie St. John, a Paralympics medal-winning skier, Rhodes scholar and
career coach.

The panelists discussed career strategies for coping with layoffs,
unemployment, and the changing environment on the job and in the
marketplace, and shared their own stories with the audience. Their advice
included:
�MAKE OPPORTUNITIES BY NETWORKING STRATEGICALLY
�THINK LONG-TERM & RECOGNIZE THAT THIS SITUATION WILL
CHANGE

�DEAL WITH REALITY AND DON’T HESTIATE TO SEEK PROFESSIONAL
ASSISTANCE

�USE THIS TIME TO IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

EUROPE, NYC
Mayor Michael Bloomberg has been a proponent of welcoming tourists to the Big Apple, as
evidenced by his visitor-friendly ad campaigns running in the city’s airports and around the
world by NYC & Co. According to amNewYork, a free morning newspaper, the city will have
more of a European flair in the coming years.

The paper quoted Amanda Burden, New York’s Planning Commissioner, who said, “I really
believe you can measure the health of city by the vitality of its streets and public places.”
amNewYork reported that Commissioner Burden is inspired by a European lifestyle and hopes to
“adopt Copenhagen’s emphasis on public spaces, Paris’ penchant for sidewalk cafes, and
Barcelona’s commitment to its waterfronts.”

The article also discusses the Bloomberg Administration’s plans to double bicycle
transportation by 2015 by implementing a bike-share program and adding 1,000 bike racks each
year. It noted that last year New York gave the green light to cafes on Broadway in former traffic
lanes. Newsstands, bus shelters and public toilets now all share features with those found in
Europe.

Burden, though, is adamant, according to the story, about protecting “the small town texture”
of New York’s neighborhoods. Perhaps the story’s headline sums it up best: "City Grit Meets
Euro Flair.”
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Congratulations to the
2008 Internationalists of theYear
Twelve international marketing executives have been named Internationalists of the

Year by The Internationalist magazine.

This year marks The Internationalist’s fifth annual profile section that honors those
international marketers who are truly the people behind the year’s outstanding

marketing achievements. Despite the variety of fields they represent, their diversity of

location and varying years in the profession, all take the role of international brand

champion to heart. Without their extraordinary efforts, many multinational programs

simply would not leave the drawing board.

The naming of the Internationalists of the Year never fails to reveal interesting trends.

Without question, the development of new media is now becoming a more important

factor in innovative marketing thinking. Issues of accountability and marketing

responsibility loom large as more of our Internationalists link their budgets directly to

sales results. They understand that it is essential to move from static brand

communications to engaging customers if one is to demonstrate a measurable return on

marketing investment.

All are figuring out how present a worldwide image that builds customer confidence

with a budget that was once considered too limited to make an appropriate impact.

Many have championed new regions or new markets, coordinated global teams, or were

advocates of international projects that simply would not have happened without their

energy and perseverance. These brand leaders also recognize that platforms for

connecting with customers must be built into their marketing plans.

Without exception, there was terrific creative work, relevant local adaptations, and

great use of all types of media. The digital world continues to shape their views on

greater customer participation and improved marketing efficiencies.

Highlighting the people and ideas behind today’s successful cross-border campaigns

and breakthrough accomplishments is at the heart of The Internationalist’s mission.
All of these Internationalists have been nominated by their industry colleagues

for their work in 2008. Final selections were made by The Internationalist advisory board
and editorial team. These men and women join 51 other individuals named in 2007,

2006, 2005 and 2004.
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VanessaHealey
InterContinental Hotels & Resorts
Based in London
VanessaHealey has earned herself a
reputation as both a creative thinker and a
risk taker. Not only are such labels well-
deserved, but they have produced
memorablemarketing that has paid off.
InterContinental, which calls itself “the first
truly international hotel brand in theworld,”
is now inmore than60 countries and
continues to expand in key destinations around
the globe.Healey’smarketing efforts not only underscore the essence of
global luxury travel, but they have come to demonstrate how InterContinental
hotels can provide guests with the kind of experiences that enrich their lives
and broaden their outlook. (And that’s not an easy task in today’s travel
environment.)

In her role as Global Tactical Marketing Director, VanessaHealey has
also become an advocate for strong partnerships with themedia. She has
found that innovative programs can occur through deep links withmedia
owners that share the company’s values. Such partnerships are a part of an
evolving global media strategy tomore directly engage with target
customers in an interactive and imaginativemanner.

A core philosophy at InterContinental is acknowledging that travel
becomesmost rewarding when a guest truly feels connected to a
destination. If a hotel becomes a source for local knowledge, then guests
can discover the unique natural and cultural heritage of the places they
visit. A hotel or resort then tranforms beyond a place to stay; it becomes key
element in the journey.

Such thinking about an enriching approach to travel, as well as a respect
for the world’s beauty, created the CONNECTIONS Photo Contest, a
partnership between InterContinental Hotels & Resorts and National
Geographic. The contest invited amateur photographers to submit one
image of a destination anywhere in the world that captured the authentic
essence of place. The program also actively supported the National
Geographic Center for Sustainable Destinations, a special initiative
working to “protect distinctive places through wiselymanaged tourism and
enlightened destination stewardship.”

VanessaHealey also worked closed with BBCWorld News to highlight
its “In the Know” brand positioning and to insure that business travelers
couldmake themost of their travel time. The Real Cities series was created
as 30-minute travelogues that showcased local celebrities who would bring
their city to life and identify the hidden hotspots. Ads stated that the
programwasmade “in association with” InterContinental Hotels. Branded
trailers were shown 5,361 times worldwide. Amicro-site—
ww.therealcities.com—also supported the television series and offered
detailedmaps and additional information. Plus clever, promotional
“business cards” for each city were distributed with room keys to promote
both the show and themicro-site.

InterContinental has also been an early adopter of online video.
Working with TurnHere, an Internet video production and advertising
company, they worked to further differentiate the brand by highlighting the
experience and insight of their hotels’ concierges. The resulting 700+
videos showcasing concierges as local experts increased guest engagement.
They are a key element of InterContinental’s “In the Know” web site.

"While the initial agreementwas successful in enhancing the overall
experience of our guests, thenext phase of our initiativewithTurnHerewill
focus on syndicating the content beyond InterContinentalWebproperties to
extend the brand, reaching relevant anduntapped audiences across theWeb,"
saidHealey. "By distributing the videos to portals andniche travel sites, our
goal is to reachprospective consumers earlier in the decisionmakingprocess,
while they are actively engaged inplanning their travel needs.”
Contact: Vanessa.Healey@ihg.com

Mats Rönne
Electrolux
Based in Stockholm
MatsRönne hadmost recently been
EuropeanMediaDirector for Electrolux.
Sadly, his jobwas eliminated at the start of
this year due to company-wide
restructuring. Nonetheless, his
accomplishments in 2008 are undeniable,
as is his long and productive careerwhere
he created some the Europe’smost “talked
about” and influential campaigns.Hewas one
of key influencers in themultiple award-winning: "AEGDecibel Campaign in
2008".

Hismarketing careermay be best characterized as being at the center of
corporate cultural transformation, particularly given his roles at Ericsson
andmore recently with Electrolux. Before his tenure, issues like brands,
consumer or user understanding, andmarketing were not high on the
agenda. But now they are prioritized, strategic issues in both companies.
Electrolux, in particular, has been recognized during the last few years with
several awards that underscore new levels ofmarketing innovation.

Rönne believes that there are two key principles at work today in
multinationalmarketing. The first is a shift away from traditional broadcast
media tomore consumer engagement-based activities. This requiresmore
investment in events or “experiential” programs, in dialogue or
“conversation-based” CRM (Customer RelationshipManagement), and, of
course, in digital and on-line communications. The second is a greater
focus, particularly given the current economic situation, on fewer initiatives
in fewer countries. This results in an expectation ofmore leverage for the
activities and countries where there are investments.

Yet, he acknowledges that all changes involve challenges and resistance.
He says, “Moving away from traditional broadcast media campaigns
means that we need to work with our sales teams and retailers so that they
understand the reasoning behind these changes and are confident that this
actuallymeans better - but different - support for our brands so that we
defend (and hopefully increase) our floor and shelf space at retail.”

Mats Rönne is keenly aware that “somemarkets will receive less
support than last year, whichmeans a greater challenge for those countries
in defending their sales, market share andmargin levels.” As a result, he
advises hismarketing colleagues not to ignore or be insensitive to the local
differences that still exist. “Even if there are global trends, one still needs to
be sensitive to local cultures and issues, and be able to balance central
initiatives and strategies with local market understanding.” He adds that
“increased transparency and cross-border activitiesmean an inevitable
harmonization of prices and specifications, so there ismore competition
and fewer ‘sheltered profit zones.’"

Born and raised in the south of Sweden, Rönne was educated in
Canada and England, and also worked in both countries. His career has
spanned the agency side—both creative andmedia, themedia sales side, as
well as some fifteen years on the client side. All of his roles, though, have
been international in scope. For the last two years, he has been commuting
between Stockholm and the Electrolux European headquarters in Brussels.

Whatmakes him so passionate about internationalmarketing? “Deep
down it is about understanding human emotions, and howwe as
marketers can connect with these to establish interest and preference in
our brands and the products and services they represent.”
Contact: mats.ronne@gmail.com
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Babs Rangaiah
Unilever
Based in London
Somepeoplemay say that BabsRangaiah has the ultimate “cool” job in the industry today asUnilever’s newly-
createdGlobal Communications PlanningDirector. However, in his case, “cool” also takes on the attributes of
creating highly cost-effective newmedia projects for everyUnilever brand in its global portfoliowhile generating
extraordinary results. It’s a daunting undertaking, but BabsRangaiah has proven that he’s up to the task.

Born in India, wheremost of his family still resides, hemoved to the U.S. as a child. He workedmostly in
New York— initially for DMB&B, then Agency.com, andmoved to Unilever in 2002. He was transferred to
the Unilever London headquarters in June of last year to begin his new role. According to Rangaiah, “This
combination [of locations and work experience] givesme a nice understanding of some of our biggest
markets in Asia, North America and Europe.”

Babs Rangaiah’s primary responsibility is to infusemedia sensibilities and diverse channel strategies into the
creative development process-- across all of Unilever’s categories and brands (from tea to hair to ice cream to laundry). His
charge is to take a channel agnostic approach where ideas (media or creative) lead the way.

Unilever’s goal is to drive campaigns that better reflect how their consumers across the globe are behaving and consuming
media. According to Rangaiah, “I work to inspire andmotivate teams to use new channels. I keep close to the work andmeet
regularly with the brand teams to offer different ways to approach their situations. I try to offer top-line strategies that brands can
use. It’s a fascinating space to be in today.”

Examples of recent groundbreaking campaigns in emerging channels around the world include Seda, a hair care brand in
Brazil, and Lynx, amen’s grooming product in the U.K.-- (known as Axe elsewhere in the world). “Both of these,” according to
Rangaiah, “go well beyond ads onWAP sites.” (WAP orWireless Application Protocol enables internet access to the Internet
from amobile phone or PDA.)

“We have powerful digital programs for Cornetto ice cream in China, entertainment campaigns for Clear hair care in
Vietnam, andmany compelling digital campaigns in North America for brands like Dove, Suave, and I Can’t Believe Its Not
Butter— as just some examples.We expect to seemanymore in the next few years.”

Babs Rangaiah is passionate about pushingUnilever brands to penetrate the culture with campaigns and tomove away from a
mindset of interruption to one of consumer engagement. “That passion is palpable, and I’d like to think it can be contagious.
Some people would call this approach a risk...but I actually believe that not adjusting to the changing consumer landscape and
continuing to do the same things that worked when consumers had very different habits is the bigger risk.”

He is also clear about the challenges ofmulti-nationalmarketing today: the global-local balancing act, the different stages of any
market’s adoption of technology, and the need to create campaigns centrally that work across cultures. He overcomes these issues by
keeping in pacewith the newmedia environment in each country. “Youmust be immersed in eachmarket and keep tuned in. You
can read about something or hear about it, but to fully understand it is to live it… and do everything that consumers do.”

He is known for giving Digital IQ Tests to his brand and agency teams. “Corporations are not populated by kids who are
digital natives, and they are naturally security-driven with firewalls and other restrictions. Nonetheless, you have to live the
space—perhaps through amedia lab. One has to be up-to-speed on new technology. I do everything I preach.”

Of that we have no doubt.
Contact: Babs.Rangaiah@unilever.com

Teresa Poggenpohl – ACCENTURE;
Susan Bradley – BOEING Commercial Airplanes;
Daniel Guzman – DELL;
Yisell Hernandez – Genius-KYE Systems;
Javier Diez-Aguirre – GENWORTH Financial;
Grace Villamayor – HERTZ International;
Amy Lou – HTC;
Ted Chung – HYUNDAI Card Company;
Dierdre Bigley – IBM;
Marcus Casey – LUFTHANSA;
Simon Sproule – NISSAN Motor Company;
Paul Greenberg – NYC & Co.;
Dr. Greg Allgood – PûR® Purifier of Water, Procter & Gamble;
Mark Reeves – STAR ALLIANCE;
Joe Clift- – VISA Europe

This is the original list of
Past Internationalists of

the Year. You may
recognize that some of
our past winners have

moved on to other roles;
however, we wanted to
present them in their
orignal form with the
affiliations for which
they were honored.
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Kristy DeMarco
Cisco Consumer Business Group
Based in Irvine, California
KristyDeMarcohas learned to seamlessly
navigate round-the-clockhours for the last
half-dozenyears. Sheandher teamof two
manageall of theworldwideadvertising for
Cisco’sConsumerBusinessGroup (CBG).
FromherCalifornia office,DeMarcoorganizes
theglobal ad strategy, budgeting,messaging,
media creation, planningandbuying,
scheduling, andpost-campaign reporting for 32
countries. It is littlewonder that shemanages to
sleepat all.

TheCiscoConsumerBusinessGroup is thenewnameofCisco’s formerLinksys
division, purchased six years agoandpopularly known for itswireless routers.Now, the
CBGdivision is offeringnewconsumerproducts that allow for amore “connected”
lifestyle, like theLinksysbyCiscoWirelessHomeAudio systemand theLinksysbyCisco
MediaHub, bothofwhichallow for amore
“media-enabled”home. (According to companyannouncements, “Cisco consumer
productswill continue tobemarketedunder theLinksysbyCiscobrandand
co-exist in themarketwithCiscobrandedproducts over thenear term.”The company
“will continue to examineourbranding strategygoing forwardandmake changes if and
when these changes addvalue toour customers’ decisionmakingprocesses andour
channel partners.”)

KristyDeMarco’s role is touse advertising tohelp capture themarket transition to
HomeNetworking2.0,whereour liveswill becomemoremultimedia enabled.Not only
must sheprepare andeducate the consumer for this coming trend, butdemonstrate the
discovery, ease-of-use andaccess tonewnetworkingdevices andservices thancan
enhance today’s digital lifestyle.AndCisco intends togrow its leadershipposition in this
category.

WorkingwithbothKatieForet for online executionandplanningandRaquelVier for
print traffickingandproduction,DeMarcooversees allU.S. and International
advertising.Althoughshealsoworkswith some local teamsaround theworld, a
descriptionofher current activities can leaveone’shead spinning. “Rightnow,” she says,
“I’mmanagingprint,web, billboard, electronic signage andviralmessaging in 32
countries. Eachproducthas adifferent groupingof country targets basedonvarious
demographic, distributionandearly-adopter trends. For example, theU.S., theU.K.,
Canada,Australia,NewZealand,GermanyandSingaporemaybeour top countries at
themoment.However, India isupandcoming for the first time—with campaigns
beginningat the endofFebruary andearlyMarch.Poland, theU.A.E., theKingdomof
SaudiArabia andMexico are amongourNewTopTen.Thenwe’re offering leveraged
support in variousLatinAmericanandAsiancountries, aswell as suchEuropean
markets as theNetherlands,Denmark,Spainand Italy.”

Themajorityofherwork isdirect—meaningthatshedoesnotutilizeanadvertising
agencyoramediaagency.Shedoesusesomecreativeagencies forconceptsandadigital
productionagencyforrichmedia, flashandvideo;however, sheoverseeshowthecreative is
adaptedandlocalized in-housewithgraphicdesigners.Shealsoworksdirectlywith
publishersallover theworld—whetherhermedia isplacedintheITspecialtyspace,
online,or innewspapersrangingfromtheU.K.’sGuardian,Canada’sGlobe&Mailor
Singapore’sStraightsTimes, orwhatshecalls “gadget lifestylemagazines” likeStuff.

Sowhat’sKristyDeMarco’s advice tomanagingworldwideadvertising froma
headquarter location?Shehas three tips:

1. Listen. Your local team knows themarket better than you do. Don’t ever act
like you knowmore. Be careful of nuances. And, again, listen.

2. Try to as communicate asmuch as possible.Keep inmind language barriers.
Be clear, speak slowly, and have patience.

3.Do your homework.Act like you live in that country. Rely on experienced
people. You cannot afford tomake amedia buyingmistake; it can undermine the
brandmessage.
Contact: kdemarco@cisco.com

Mary Dillon
McDonald’s
Based in Oak Brook,
Illinois USA
MaryDillon,McDonald's Executive Vice
President andGlobal Chief Marketing
Officer, has a job that is vast in its global
scope, yet exacting in its approach to local
appeal. She leads the company's worldwide
marketing efforts and global brand strategy
across 118 countries. Yet,McDonald’s is very
much of a decentralized organization that
demands local relevance itsmarketing. Although this giant food retailer
boasts 30,000+ locationswhich servesmore than 52million people each day,
over 70%ofMcDonald’s restaurants around theworld are locally owned and
operated by independentmen andwomen. Getting the global-local balance
right is not easy.

Getting it right, though, is exactly whatMcDonald’s has been doing
lately. Theirmenu offers balance of healthier options, and kids have fun
food choices that are also nutritious, and the company’s affiliation with all
manner of sports demonstrates a proactive role in an active lifestyle.
McDonald’s is demonstrating that their business is only recession-
resistant.

Mary Dillon has been instrumental in this sweeping process. She
joined the company in 2005 as the i’m lovin’ it™ campaign was underway.
She has been credited with evolving that branding by taking a good
situation andmaking it better. Never interested in change simply for the
sake of change, she is instead an advocate of working a disciplined process
based onMcDonald’s “plan to win” global strategic platform.

Her influence is undeniable. She has been a tireless advocate for the
interests of children, and formed the company's first GlobalMoms
Advisory Panel, which is credited with stimulating innovation in the area of
children’s well-being. As amother of four, she knows something about
young preferences and the challenge to provide nutritious options. This
has certainly contributed to the evolution of themenu;McDonald’s today
providesmanymore attractive choices, particularly for kids’ “happymeals”
around the world.

One ofMcDonald’s well-known core values is giving back to
communities, as clearly evidenced by the RonaldMcDonaldHouse
charities. Mary Dillon also believes that a restaurant should have a strong
community presence—with a responsibility tomake it better. This
thinking also dovetails nicely with the company’s grass roots sports
sponsorships which encourage a balanced, active lifestyle. Whether it is
neighborhood football programs in the U.K. or the creation of the
McDonald's Champion Kids program for the 2008 Beijing Olympics, she
understands that involvementsmatters to the brand and to customers.

She has championed the smart use ofmedia allocation, and has also
drivenmarketing effectiveness through increased diversification of the
mediamix.

Mary is recognized as having superb communications skills, and is a
master presenter. Mary can be counted on to ask questions that challenge
conventional thinking and the status quo. Her personal story is amazing—
amother of four with a big global job, on the board of Target, and also an
advocate forWomen’s Housing Opportunities in Chicago.
Contact: Please Provide
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Cathy Davies
Sony Ericsson
Based in London
CathyDavies, Sony Ericsson’sDirector ofGlobalMarketing has had a pioneering year. She has doubled online
spending in the 2008 pre-Christmas season, launched a globalmarketing campaign around theBond film
Quantumof Solace, and initiated a digital-led globalmarketing campaign to launch theX1 smart-phone in a space
nowdominated by the iPhone andBlackberry. According toHamishDavies ofMediaedge:cia, one of Sony
Ericcson’s agency partners, “Cathy has been instrumental in 'future-proofing' Sony Ericsson'smarketing
communicationswith her skillful navigation of the brand through very turbulent times. She remains 100%
focused and clear-headed onwhere the brandneeds to be, and doesn't balk at taking the tough action required to
ensure that Sony Ericsson emerges from the downturn as a far stronger brand.”

The company’s decision to double its digital marketing investment in the pre-Christmas season was significant and represented nearly one-
third of its total marketing allocation. Cathy Davies saw the increased commitment to digital as a way of capitalizing on the escalating amount of
time consumers spend online. “Through our digital strategy we’re really trying to communicate, not just tell people to buy our phones,” she said.
“Wewant to give them value.”

A portion of that increased digital investment underwrote the international campaign surroundingQuantum of Solace, the James Bond film
starring Daniel Craig, released by sister company Sony Pictures in November. Davies’ goal was to create a digital campaign that leveraged Sony
Ericsson’s association with film. At the core of the campaign was a website dubbed “Directive C902” (www.sonyericsson.com/bond) which
highlighted the Sony Ericsson C902 Titanium Silver Cyber-shot phone used by James Bond in the film.

The site, which ran in 42 countries, featured an interactivemovie that challenged a player’s secret agent skills across four special spymissions.
Upon successful completion of each level, the site delivered a code which unlocked exclusive Bond-themedmobile phone applications. Participants
could download suchmobile “spy” applications as a fingerprint scanner, an X-ray viewer, a wireless cam for surveillance photos, a universal
detector, and other novelties undoubtedly created in Q’s lab. All players could also enter a competition to win a VIP trip to the very Bond-like
destination ofMonte Carlo.

Cathy Davies and her teams had been working on the Bond campaign for 14months in anticipation of theQuantum of Solace launch. “From
our point of view, Bond is the hottest film property on the planet,” said Davies. “Digital can offer the full Bond experience and allow us to bring it to
life, which is something you can’t do with othermedia As well as enabling our customers to actually own the James Bond phone, we‘re able to offer
them unique experiences online, in-store and through partnermarketing as well as through the phones themselves.” The campaign was also
supported by viral marketing, TV, cinema and print advertising, as well as in-storemarketing throughO2 stores.

However, James Bond was not the only character on Cathy Davies’ mind this year; “Johnny X” also loomed large. Sony Ericsson launched the
X1 smart-phone this past autumn, and it expects the product to challenge amarket now dominated by the iPhone and Blackberry. The X1 is part of
the company’s Xperia sub-brand category, and itsmarketing campaign also featured an online drama to introduce a character called “Johnny X,”
whose life is played out over nine episodes- (www.whoisjohnny-x.com). Cathy Davies has said that the X1 is one of the company's “strategic hero
products,” a term given to new launches which are deemed of critical importance in certain sectors.

Targeted tomen between 25-44, the dramawas seeded on YouTube, while global print and outdoor ads themed “Life to the Power of Nine”
highlighted the product's multi-panel interface. According to Davies, “People are already aware of what the X1 is about so we built an ‘intrigue'
campaign in the buildup to its launch based around our digital drama. She added that Xperia would be a key focus for the next two years. “This is
the first true Sony Ericsson sub-brand, and we will use it to launch premium products.”
Contact: cathy.davies@sonyericsson.com
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Ian MacFarlane – TOURISM AUSTRALIA
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Kathy Button-Bell
Emerson
St. Louis, Missouri
KathyButtonBell, Vice President andChiefMarketingOfficer of Emerson, has played an important role in helping
a giant business-to-business corporation transform itself throughmarketing. Emerson, based inAmerican’s
heartland, is a diversified globalmanufacturing and technology solutions powerhouse, which has come a longway
since its 1890 inception as a localmanufacturer of electricmotors and fans.Withmore than 140,000 employees
and approximately 265manufacturing locationsworldwide, the company is nowknown for its engineering
capabilities. Emerson offers products and services in the areas of processmanagement, climate technologies,
network power, storage solutions, professional tools, appliance solutions,motor technologies, and industrial
automation.

Button-Bell joined the company in 1999, and became the first person to hold a corporatemarketing job. Prior to her role,marketing dutieswere
conducted by over 60 individual divisions. She has been instrumental in helping the industrial giant carve out a successful global brand strategy that
has brought the company significantworldwide growth. She has also been applauded for reinventing the company's logo, accentuating the singular
nameEmerson, and initiating Emerson’s first global advertising campaign.

The company created its first corporate admessage in 2002with the tagline, “Emerson, Consider It Solved,” and has gainedmomentumquickly.
In 2006Emerson aired its first-ever commercials on business television highlighting the company’s global capabilities, called “Are YouReady?”
According to ButtonBell, “This campaignwas important because it took Emersonwell above our traditional problem-solvingmessages into a realm
of bigger issueswith broader relevance and impact.”

Just this January Emerson announced the official opening of its newMiddle East regional headquarters inDubai’s Jebel Ali FreeZone to better
serve its growing portfolio of business there. The expansion also reinforces the company’s long-term commitment to the region, while raising
awareness of the Emerson brand and its wide range of products and services.

Earlier this year, The Internationalist reported onButtonBell’s involvementwith the company’sQatargas Project. Emerson partneredwith the
marketing department ofQatargas to insure that “we understood all possibleMid-Eastern sensibilities.”

According to ButtonBell, “Qatar is one of theworld’s fastest-growing economies, and it is a countrywith tremendous national pride, althoughwe
found the executives to be bothmodern andhumble people.Weneeded to insure that Emerson gained prominence for their country, and did sowith
the right growthmessage on international TV and in print. The project was awin-win for bothQatargas andEmerson.”

Last year also offered a number of significant landmarks for the company. InMay, Emersonwas ranked 111within the Fortune 500 listing of
America’s largest corporations. InApril, Emerson ranked 275 on the ForbesGlobal 2000, and appeared as one of themagazine’s 130GlobalHigh
Performers. And inMarch, Emersonwas ranked second in its industrial category as one of America’smost admired companies.

Kathy Button Bell is proud of these corporate accomplishments, but is also quite humble as an individual. She is always willing to share the
lessons she’s learned from applying innovative business-to-business thinking to themany countries where Emerson does business. And she’s
wonderfully candid about some of themarketing challenges she has faced with taglines, logos and languages inmanymarkets.

Prior to Emerson, Button Bell was president of her ownmarket consulting company, Button BrandDevelopment. Earlier in her career, she
served as executive director of worldwidemarketing communications for Converse Inc. and director of advertising and public relations for
Wilson Sporting Goods Co.

Originally from the Chicago suburbs, Button Bell says that she learned a lot aboutmarketing from her father, who was also in the business.
She has a bachelor's degree in psychology fromPrincetonUniversity.
Contact: Katherine.ButtonBell@emerson.com

Steve Wilhite – NISSAN;
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Stefan Betz
Germanwings , GmbH
Based in Cologne, Germany
In 2008, StefanBetz served as theCountryManagerWestern Europe forGermanwingsAirlines, theGerman
discount carrier. This role gave him responsibility for such keymarkets as theU.K and Ireland, France,
Benelux, Italy andCroatia. Based on the success of his initiatives last year, Betzwill begin 2009with a new
role heading sales.

Germanwings was founded in 2002 under the name Eurowings GmbH as a 100% subsidiary of
Eurowings Luftverkehrs AG, of which Lufthansa holds a 49% share. The company was later renamed
Germanwings GmbH and has grown to becomeGermany's premier low-cost-carrier. The airline now
servesmore than 60 destinations across Europe with key routes from London and Edinburgh to German
gateway cities like Cologne and Stuttgart. In fact, it now offersmore than 500 transfer connections
throughout Europe, primarily via its Cologne and Stuttgart hubs. Germanwings‘ key points of differentiation
are that it offers amodern all-Airbus fleet, uses primary airports, and offers highly competitive fares without compromising on customer
service and safety.

Marketing that premisemay not be so simple as themessage is also 100% dependent on driving sales. The airline learned quickly that
onlinemarketing was a critical driver for them. In fact, Germanwings received numerous international prizes for the design of its online
pages last year. InMay 2008 they won the iF Design Award for themost well-designed and user-friendly website. The airline was also a
winner of theWebby Awards in the area of design and innovation. In February 2008, Germanwings was awarded the "WebOscar" in
Miami for the best implementation of an interactive online gambling game.

During a presentation at a Connect Alliancemeeting last autumn, Betzmentioned that two elements were critical for a low-cost airline—
the right pricing and the rightmarketing. The two worked hand-in-hand, but the very precise balancing of themix could significantly
influence the success (or failure) of the carrier based on seat sales. Certainly, the company could immediately analyze results from internet
ads to determine how each nuance factored in filling planes. From the type ofmessage to the price offer to the ad size and positioning—each
element couldmeasurably impact sales. And each online ad could then be tweaked and adjusted to improve results.

However, Stefan Betz also admitted something surprising. He had learned through rigorous sales tracking that traditionalmedia,
particularly newspapers, were also critical tomarketing and sales success, particularly in driving people to their website. In fact, Betz came to
learn that buying premium positions and using clever, eye-catching and unusual ad units directly influenced the number of seats sold. In an
increasingly digital world, he was indeed a risk-taker, or at least a calculated risk taker who understood the impact of pay-off. Whenworking
on slimmargins in a sector that has been challenged by fuel costs and othermajor economic factors, there is no better testament to the
power of advertising than clevermarketing thinking that drives sales actions.

The results for the company have becomewell-known. In 2008, Germanywings was also awarded an important prize for e-commerce at
the GermanMultimedia Awards in Berlin. The Awards salute excellent online, offline and terminal applications that represent the
innovativeness and productiveness of interactivemedia. The budget airline received the 2008GermanMultimedia Award for its
germanwings.com portal, making the Germanwings website themost successful e-commerce platform of the German tourist industry. The
portal offers clear and simple booking procedures, as well as resourceful sales tools such as a savings calendar, "blind booking," and an
interactive routemap tomake booking even easier.

As Stefan Betz now begins his new chapter in salesmanagement at the company, he admits that he is still a passionate traveler. He
continues to be inspired by “foreign languages, cultures, customs andmentalities”... and, no doubt, the impact ofmarketing on sales.
Contact: Stefan.betz@germanwings.com

Print media for us allows discovery, while online
campaigns are about seeking information. We first need
to build awareness in traditional media before our
prospects go online to better their product understanding
through downloads, trials, and then eventual conversion
to our brand.

“
”Mike Paradiso
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Mike Paradiso
CA
Based in Islandia, (Long Island), New York
Mike Paradiso, Vice President- GlobalMedia Director at CA,may be among the best-known
international marketers in the industry. Of course, CA is one of the world's largest
management software companies. However, it is also one of the longest-running, US-based
global advertisers, and one of the few large technology companies that has consistently
centralized its campaign andmedia strategy fromNew York. Yet, Mike Paradiso is also
accessible. He knows that good ideas can come from any sector, so he listens. And he gives of
himself—whether is it as a participant on the New York IAA (International Advertising
Association) Board or in his willingness to share best practices and learnings.

He has also been instrumental in transforming CA’s approach tomarketing integration from an
exclusive in-housemodel to a very transparent global model. And he’s advocated a broadermulti-
mediamarketingmix. Through his efforts, CA became a title sponsor of the PGAWorld Golf Championships-CA
Championship, a four-day tournament in that has drawn 49 of the top 50 golfers, including TigerWoods and BrettWetterich.
(CA has a long association with the PGA, but being a title sponsor provided themwithmuchmore visibility. The next event is
in Doral Beach, Florida fromMarch 9-15, 2009.

CA is a global company with a broad business-to-businessmarketing approach that includes some key vertical markets like
financial and government. The CA target audience is either a sophisticated, senior-level purchaser of technology or a C-Suite
manager. Although an obvious solutionmay be to reach these professionals via the web with a call-to-action from awhite paper
or a webcast, Mike Paradiso is clear that even a tech company should not spend its entiremedia budget online. CA’s current
mix consists of global TV, print, micro-sites and, of course, sports sponsorship.

Paradiso further elaborates, “Printmedia for us allows discovery, while online campaigns are about seeking information.
We first need to build awareness in traditional media before our prospects go online to better their product understanding
through downloads, trials, and then eventual conversion to our brand.”

After 15 years in the business, Paradiso has seen how dramatically themedia landscape has changed. As a result, he believes
in testing new vehicles, provided that they are grounded in the campaign’s goals and objectives and have an association with
good content. “Don’t let the changes inmedia influence your approach to fundamentals,” he says. As a tech company that
frequently has to reach an audience of early adopters, Paradiso is still conservative aboutmedia choices. He’ll always ask a new
vehicle — “What do your users say?” “Are people embracing it?” It’s not just about trying something new for the sake of sheer
experimentation.

“Integration” is a word that is often on hismind, andMike Paradisomay best define it in our current advertising lexicon as
“customer-centric.” Given today’smedia fragmentation, manymarketers find it difficult to align a brand across properties and
platforms. For him, though, the route to the customer should be a single focus through all communications channels. He
believes that the industry needs to bemore accountable for how budgets are distributed across organizations in a global,
integratedmarketing environment.

Working in a business-to-business environment has also taught him two other critical rules: 1.) All marketingmust be tied
to sales formaximum impact and 2.) In order tomeasure success, it is key to understand what tomeasure.

Mike Paradiso knows first-hand that developing amarketing positioning statement in 50markets is a lot easier than getting
the local buy-in. Both the G-8 nations and the emerging BRICmarkets are important to CA. He finds that the best formula for
a b-to-b focused technology company like his is 80% centralized strategy and 20% local. “You need local input upfront and
should allow 6months for local buy-in, discussion and adaptation beforemaking plans final.”

Despite his global role, Mike Paradiso is a local boy at heart. Originally from the Long Island suburbs of New York, he went
to school at nearbyHofstra University for hisMBA in International Business and has worked for CA for 12 years.
Contact: Michael.paradiso@ca.com
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Larry Light – McDONALD’S
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José Romano
Sharp Electronics Corporation Latin America Group
Based inMiami, Florida
As the Sales&MarketingDirector at Sharp LatinAmerica’s Information SystemsDivision, JoséRomano is
responsible for the general direction of short-range and long-range planning related to sales strategies,
marketing strategies and product development. He oversees all LatinAmerican pan-regional and local
media planning, buying andmeasurement, and alsoworkswith in-country agencies to conceptualize and
implement product showcases and other targeted events.

What sets him apart, though, is a clear understanding of how salesmust be the driver for all of his
marketing programs. Romanomakes themost of hismarketing investments by constantly gauging value
and return through keymetrics likemarket-share ratings, a vast array of sales data, customer satisfaction
reports and other key performance indicators. He is amarketing leader for even themost challenging of
times.

In fact, onemight consider José Romano an “accountability champion,” or that new breed ofmarketer who drivesmultiple business
proficiencies – analytical and financial – towards the common goal of bettermarketing performance. According to recent ANA
(Association of National Advertiser) statistics, 42% ofmarketers are dissatisfied with ROImeasurements, so the ultimate goal of entirely
reinventing accountability will completely overhaul themarketing business system. Companies aremoving to create a disciplined,
internally-consistent approach tomarketingmeasurements, metrics and productivity. José Romano has already achievedmost of these
idealized targets.

He directs all aspects of the division’smarketing and sales programs, whichmeans an emphasis on returning the requisite profit
margins, providing accurate inventory control and planning, and insuring the proper planning and implementation of target objectives.
His role also requires him tomanage all sales channels, whilemaximizing the channelmix to better insure broader distribution of the
division’s products.

In fact, keeping an eye on sales always pays off. He is particularly proud of two key accomplishments: 1.) He initiated the research
and analysis that led to the addition of three new distributors—only to result in incremental sales of over $3million annually. 2.) His
development of the “Sharp Dealer” website for Latin America which provides a platform for training with downloadablemarketing
materials and sales promotions and incentives. This also creates an important direct communications link with Sharp’s dealer base in
the region.

Growth is certainly a primary goal, and Romano also builds strategic business plans for increasing sales and further establishing a
premium product brand namewithin the region. He is the Team Leader of a Three-Year StrategicMarketing Plan that not only
recommends new product development for Latin America, but encourages a flatter distributionmodel and increased advertising in the
region to support both a supply chain shift and new financingmodels to increase competitiveness inmarket.

Sharp’s Latin America Group located inMiamimarkets to the Spanish-speaking countries in South and Central America and the
Caribbean with the exception ofMexico and Puerto Rico. A Fortune 150 company with over $34 billion in worldwide sales, Sharp is an
industry leader in LCD TV production and Solar Panel Production. Other lines of business include office solutions, consumer
electronics and components. Established in 1912 in Osaka, Japan, the electronics giant operates in over 89 countries worldwide and has
approximately 61,000 employees.

Prior to Sharp, José Romano has held a number ofmarketing andmedia positions atMiami-based companies. They include ICO
Business Outfitters; GDA- Grupo de Diarios América, TheMiamiHerald and Ryder System, Inc.
Contact: romanoj@sharpsec.com

We are breaking new ground by re-launching Pepsi Cola
with relevance to the things that have the most appeal for
youth of today, in particular their enthusiasm for
expressing themselves through their mobile phones,
chatting on the internet, communicating through SMS
and enjoying the latest music.

“
”HossamDabbous
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HossamDabbous
PepsiCo International—Based in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
HossamDabbous heads Pepsi’s BeveragesMarketing Department for the GCCBusiness Unit. (GCC or Gulf Cooperative Countries
include the Persian Gulf states of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
— all of which entered into a Gulf Cooperation Council economic agreement in 1981.)

Pepsi’s currentmarketing campaign in the Gulf region is targeted at the hugemulti-national youthmarket. Its goal is to offer young
people their favorite refreshment in a new look that directly connects with their modern lifestyles. “We are breaking new ground by
re-launching Pepsi Cola with relevance to the things that have themost appeal for youth of today, in particular their enthusiasm for
expressing themselves through theirmobile phones, chatting on the internet, communicating through SMS and enjoying the latest
music,” says Dabbous. “For example, one of the campaign themes is Digital Download, which illustrates their love of technology that
gives then access to entertainment such asmusic andmovies.”

“We are not somuch changing perceptions—Pepsi Cola has perennial youth appeal— as reorienting our focus, and to do this we have created a new look for
Pepsi Cola that will register in theminds of youth because of its innovative and inspirational concept. In essence, the campaign is choreographed along the lines of
the campaign theme, which is inviting consumers to ‘Express ThemselvesMore.’ ”

Another innovativemarketing initiative of whichHossamDabbous is particularly proud is theMountain DewXMasters event that took place Saudi Arabia
throughNovember andDecember 2008, a four city tour that was the biggest action sports event ever held in the Kingdom.

“Our objective was to direct young Saudis towards new types of action sports activities, encourage them to discover their talents and to experience the essence of
adventure.” The event featured different types ofMotoX on Superbikes andQuad bikes, demonstrated by international athletes and Saudi enthusiasts with world
class skills.

The Road Showwas a huge success, with attendance figures surpassing our highest expectations, and we have now upgraded the event from a demo show to the
first ever action sports competition in theMENA (Middle East-North Africa)region. It is innovative initiatives such as theMotoX Road Show that hasmadeMountain
Dew the fastest growing brand in the PepsiCo portfolio.

Dabbous recognizes that the Gulf region has its own cultural sensibilities, whichmust be kept inmind, but it is also a bigmulti-national market with people from
countries all over the world working in the region.

“Despite the cultural diversity of other nationals and expatriate workers,” he says, “we have learned that these individuals are quick to accept the local cultural, and
indeed, many are attracted by it.” However, PepsiCo’s overall strategy internationally is to be relevant to a specific regionalmarket without losing the brand essence,
which is at the core of all ourmarketing campaigns. The profile of the brand remains the same throughout the world.

He does admit thatmarketing to amulti-national community can present a challenge in terms of themedia. “In print, outdoor, television, and in-storematerials
there is the language issue and it’s not always practical to go even dual-language, let alonemulti-language, which is why strong visual images are amain feature of
PepsiComarketing.”

HossamDabbous is originally from Egypt. His start in the advertising industry was at DMB&Bwhere he worked on accounts like P&G,Mars andGeneral
Motors. He joined PepsiCo in 1998 in Dubai and thenmoved with Pepsi to Saudi Arabia in 2004.
Contact: Hossam.Dabbous@intl.pepsico.com

Mark Davies
Star Alliance—Based in Frankfurt, Germany
MarkDavies believes thatmarketing is an imperative to producing business success. Star Alliance has become themost recognized and
most preferred airline alliance in the world, and according to Davies, “the brand saysmore interesting things inmore interesting ways in
more interesting places than our competitors, which keeps our lead unassailable.” Despite a decade of investing less than the competition,
Mark Davies in his role as Director ofMarketing Communications has ensured that Star Alliance’s brand awareness is ahead of its
competitors.

Star Alliance became the first truly global airline alliance to offer travelers worldwide reach and a seamless experience among partner
carriers. In just over a decade, the alliance has grown to also become the largest global alliance serving 21member carriers, including
Lufthansa, Singapore Airlines andUnited Airlines as three anchormembers. Mark Davies has been the driving force in the development
and delivery of a comprehensive brand andmarketing strategy which covers all channels on a global basis. His programs are designed to
drive Loyalty, Sales and E-Services strategic development.

Last year was a critical one for Star Alliance and formuch of the airline industry. The global economic climate and rising oil prices combined to put pressure on
costs, revenues and customer loyalty. Nonetheless, Davies believed thatmarketing could continue to build high brand awareness and even create new brand equities.
“There is one, simple fact fromwhich all our other challenges stem-- althoughmost people know you, fewer knowwhat you do… even fewer are loyal to you.” He
continued, “Competitorsmay appear to have built ‘equities’ more closely alongside ‘awareness’ but Star Alliance leads bothmetrics by a hugemargin.”

With the new theme of “You’ve earned it”, a content-led, multi-platform brand campaign launched to communicate the alliance's core benefits with emphasis on
the value of global recognition for the frequent international traveler. According to Davies, “what sets apart the brand campaign is that it is original, inspiring,
editorially refreshing and richly integrated with digital at its core. As an organization this was something we needed to embrace.”

At the heart of the campaign is a series of short documentaries called “AMeeting ofMinds,” which features budding entrepreneurs who interviewed global
business leaders on the art of doing business better, especially in emergingmarkets. The theme of the series is to uncover how successful leaders have taken their
businesses from local companies to important international corporations. Star Alliance is seen as a facilitator for collaboration, and is positioned it as a provider of
valuable services for the business traveller. An international business etiquette guide was also produced in association withMonoclemagazine. The brand content was
also featured across all 21member carriers’ in-flight channels and at key international airport hubs.

Mark Davies attended St. AndrewsUniversity in Scotland, and has built a fast-track aviation industrymarketing career throughout with the Star Alliance network,
including time spent at Lufthansa and Air NewZealand. He has headedMarketing at Star Alliance itself since 2003. (He admits with a laugh that his dream job
would be running a spa resort in the Cook Islands.)
Contact: mark.davies@staralliance.com
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Media Specialization was born in India

in early 1995. Its initial charter was to

aggregate advertising spending in order

to leverage more advantageous pricing

for marketers. Today, this industry

segment has evolved to better

understand the importance of strategic

planning. However, many media

specialists in India, particularly given

the uncertainty of these times, continue

to build the core of their businesses

around Reach/Frequency and

Cost-Per-Rating-Point. This may cause

some significant changes moving

forward.

Industry Split

I predict an industry split in India.

Concerned Media Specialists will form

part of a group that I’ll define as “Value

Creators,” while others will conduct

their business as “Traders.” The “Value

Creator” Media Specialist group will

make investments in its infrastructure

and guide their clients in an unbiased

manner with a long-term view in an

effort to respond to the new cost-cutting

mentality and the need for quarterly

results from advertising, “Traders” will

seek to help save clients money in the

short term. However, I’d argue that this

latter group may not ultimately serve

the industry as well — even though

they may seem like they are solving an

immediate problem in stressful

economic times.

Unfortunately, in India (and

perhaps in other fast-developing

countries around the world, as well) a

majority of Marketing Directors still

view advertising dollars as marketing

“expenditure,” rather than an

“investment” in brand equity. Media

accounts continually move from one

agency to another for better discounts

and lower remunerations. Media

channels get squeezed to the last penny.

Concepts like engagement

planning, permission marketing and

360° approaches remain largely in

PowerPoint presentations and in

conference rooms.

Companies are trying to find ways to

keep the effects of the economic

downturn at bay. One easy solution is to

implement both down-sizing and

marketing cost-cutting. However, it is

the companies with robust strategies and

long-term vision that will survive in

times of crisis and then emerge stronger.

Unfortunately, advising a client

today about the need to look at

advertising/marketing as a long-term

investment often falls on deaf ears.

Hence, my prediction about an

inevitable split between Media

A Perspective from India:

Redefining the Role of a Media Specialist
in Today’s World

C O M M E N T A R Y

SYesudas is the Chief Executive Officer of
R K SWAMYMedia Group, India, which
includes Media Direction, Hansa Media
Services, Digital Direction, Radio Direction, and
Hansa Outdoor. He has spent over 17 years in
the field of Media in India, East Africa and
Indonesia.

While serving as CEO of the R K SWAMY
Media Group for the last two years, the
company’s bottom line has risen by 250%.
Yesudas achieved this growth by adding
“impact” to clients’ communication, and
bringing varied, new business contributions to
the group. He successfully re-launched Media
Direction, in addition to launching Digital wing,
Digital Direction, Hansa Media Services (a
conflict brand) and Radio Direction (radio
specialization) and realized a gain of roughly
USD $80 million in new revenues.Yesudas
also oversaw the introduction of new
programs to attract and develop talent, as well
the installation of new systems, tools, and
processes for the agency group.

As a result, Media Direction was chosen to
represent India at the Cannes ’08 Advertising
under theYoung Lions category.

His past assignments have included roles
at Initiative in India, where he launched Insight;
in Nairobi, Kenya as East Africa Regional
Director for both Initiative and Draft; and in
Jakarta as Business Director for Initiative
Indonesia.

CurrentlyYesudas sits on the Media
Committee of Bombay Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, as well as on the
newly-constituted Media Forum of AAA of I.
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Specialists who are “Value Creators”

versus “Traders.”

A case in point can be seen in any

supermarket or mall today, where big

sign-boards offer customers a “Sale of up

to 70% Discount!!” Such incentives may

be necessary in some sectors to move

product. But, the “Value Creator”

strategist will help clients package such

initiatives from a long-term perspective.

They’ll weigh the benefits of maintaining

customer loyalty against the effects of

tactical initiatives.

Bringing the Message

to the Consumer

Why focus on Media Specialists now?

There’s a traditional belief in the Indian

market that the creative side of the

business has a 75% stake in success of

any advertising campaign and the

remaining 25% is attributed to media. I

believe both functions have an equal

equity and that media has long been

undervalued. Successful

communications depends largely on

bringing a message to life on channels

where the right consumer will notice it,

change their views or behaviors and act

favorably.

“Value Creators” must deeply focus

on understanding their clients’ business

health today, as well as anticipating its

potential in the future. But they can’t

stop there. These types of Media

Specialists must also know their clients’

dreams and their fears. They must

understand the complex relationships

their brands have with consumers —

and offer insight into the hearts and

heads of their customers.

At the same time, “Value Creators”

need to invest in talent, technology and all

resources that ensure they can build

bridges of relevance with their advertisers…

and their advertisers’ customers. And they

must consistently deliver on the promise of

investing to create lasting brand equity

with tangible results.

Long Term Value

It is a tall order. However, these times

provide a great opportunity for

advertisers to encourage their media

specialist agencies to evolve into “Value

Creators” that mirror the ideals of the

client company. This will also help

marketers better align with their

consumers, employees and their trade

partners — whether agency or media

owner — for the long term.

We at Media Direction India are proof

that choosing the “Value Creator” scenario

does work— despite the temptation of

operating like a “Trader” and attracting

immediate budgets in tough times. Our

company was re-launched two years ago

and operates with a view to building long

and sustainable brand partnerships. We are

one the few specialist agencies— if not the

only one in our market— to receive a

proactive increase in remuneration when

one of our clients recognized the value the

agency added to the business.

The investment in enhancing the

quality of deliverables by Media

Specialists does pay off. Not only did we

provide more for our clients while

deepening those vital relationships, but

our Group’s bottom line rose 250% in

just two years.

Success does follow those who

constantly seek answers to the question

“why not?” There are great examples of

companies with a willingness to pursue

contrarian strategies during challenging

times, who can become favored by the

financial markets too. Thankfully and

proudly, we are among them. It is

possible.

Amen!

Without a good measure of creativity in
its application, no media specialist can initiate
such an inspiring media plan purely from
computer hard drives loaded with magical
mathematical algorithms.
“

”





on
with Les Margulis

This is certainly the time of the year to look back
at 2008with not so fondmemories and try our
hand at prognostication for the year ahead in
marketing and business around theworld.

I amgoing to put themoney on the table
and say that 2009 is going to be an
extraordinary year of change for business not
only inAmerica but in the othermarketing
centers aswell.

I believe the businessmarketplace for 2009
will start off looking a bit grimbut I have been
through five recessions inmy lifetime. I do
believe that the only one that I trulymissedwas
1929. Agemay not bringwisdombut I certainly
bear the scars of buying at the top and selling at
the bottom. I believe that the stimulus packages
which have been implementedworldwidewill
seep down to the everyman and as the year
progresseswewill again see the consumer tip
his or her toe back into the retail stores.

However, wewill continue to see staff churn
at themajor companies andCMO’swill
continue to have brief and inglorious life spans
at their employers. The business professional
will have to increasinglymaster the skill of
being nimble and flexible.

Detroit’smelt downwill forever change the
look and feel of autosmade inAmerica. Green
will be the color that is seen everywhere. Our
awareness of our environmentwill be on the
minds and lips ofmany industry leaders and
will result in further social change.

I have a fewpredictions for 2009.
1. A TemporaryDelay in InstantGratification

—For the first time inmany decades,
consumerswill delaymaking non-essential
purchases.Having the latest SonyHDplasma
screen is probably not an unalienable right
guaranteed by theAmericanDeclaration of
Independence. Consumerswill pare down their
debt and do a bit of nesting either in front of the
DVDplayer or individually connecting to their
social acquaintances in theBlogosphere. But
consumers beingwho andwhat they arewill

view continued softness at themall as a once in
a decade buying opportunity. After all, themore
money spent on bargains, themoremoney
saved. That is the “new”math.

2.ObamaismWill Take Effect—2009will
begin an era of financial conservatism.As he
promised, the newPresidentwill issue in
Change: Change inWashington; Change in the
principal regulatory agencies; Change in
America; andChange in foreign policy.
Consumerswill respond to that change as the
world looks toAmerica for economic and
political leadership and stability. Hewill slow
downBig government, laxmarket regulation
and actually reflectmore traditional Republican
economic values (with certain key exceptions).

4. MediaAll the Time, Anytime.Our lives
(famous andnot so famous)will be continued
to be sharedwith neighbours, “friends,” total
strangers and fellow inhabitants of the transient
world of on line sharing and baring of our
souls. Take your connection of choice (please no
more than 3 allowed at any given time). You can
have tweets, YouTube, FaceBook,MySpace,
blogs, wikis, and countless other on line
formats andwebsites that growweekly…I think
all looking tomake that personal aswell as
financial connection (am I being too
mercenary?). Of course, everyone is tied to the
hipwith either a PDA, IPhone,Google Phone,
Blackberry, Trio, Palmor other device that soft
wires you back to an instantaneous connection
so younevermiss a beat (oh yes, please do turn
it off in the darkened cinemas and let us be two
hourswithout a beep or a blog).

5. Business as a Social Network—All
businesseswill finally realize that the last
customer served is the one that counts the
most. TheseAmbassadors of goodwill (or evil)
will drive business to compete on amore even
ground since unsatisfactory servicewill not be
tolerated as it will be known almost
instantaneously to theworld. Goodword of
mouthwill spread and since almost everyone is

a potential consumer. Businesswill live or
die on service and theAmbassadorswill
proselyte to the unbelievers and convert
through online connections and social
networks.

6. Back to Basics—Businesses are going to
go back to age-old rule that it costsmuchmore
to get a new customer than it is to hold on to a
current one.We are going to seemarketers go
back to the three customer focused rules of
marketing: Customer Satisfaction, Customer
Retention andCustomer Loyalty.

And further, companies are going after ROI
with a laser focus. I think the rule of thumb in a
recession year is that if it doesn’t pay out, you
don’t do it.

7.MeetWeb 3.0—Wewill continue our
transition toKubrick’s 2001worldwhere the
computer software tools actively engage us and
meet our needs based upon learned patterns.
The social networking siteswill continue to
evolve and build bridges in our lives that
continually change aswe change and as our
mood changes.Web 2.0was a a static and fixed
world compared to 3.0where our needswill be
anticipated.

8. Aswe have heard sung onBroadway in
days of gloom, “The sun'll come out
Tomorrow..So ya gotta hang on “Til tomorrow.”
I believe that themanufacturing engine of the
world, China, will start its journey back from the
precipice of economic disaster long before
America andEurope. But there is a road back to
recovery albeit with potholes and bumps. The
stockmarket will start trending up but every day
is not going to be a stellar 500 point leap over
themoon. I foresee pent up consumer demand
(70%ofAmerica’s economic strength) starting
to ignite the last quarter of 2009. I see another
boomby themiddle of 2010 and stretching to
the end of President’sObama’s first term. It
maybe a “hard knock life” nowbut the sunwill
really come out tomorrow.

Trustme on this one.

Les Margulis spent 25 years at BBDONew York as International Media Director, and then settled with his Australian wife, Ann, in
Sydney. However, he couldn’t quit the business. The lure of Bondi Beach or the famed Opera season just wasn’t enough. Les
formed his own company, Margulis Media Group, and has been doing some serious globetrotting with a seminar series on best
practices for media agencies. His recent assignments have taken him from Kiev to Moscow to Dubai to TelAviv to Johannesberg,
and next to Gainesville, Florida where he serves for 4 months as a Freedom Forum Professor of Advertising at the University of
Florida.

He has found, however, that in his role as “trainer,” he is doing far more learning than teaching. In this new column for
The Internationalist, Les Margulis will offer his perspective of how the concept of media is changing around the world,
and he will share ideas and best practices from his various stops around the globe.

Soothsaying 2009
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HubCulture announces 2009 zeitgeist rankings

Change is in the air, and it has a decid-

edly political slant. The third Hub Culture

Zeitgeist Ranking debuts with a new

No. 1, set amid a palpable shift in our

collective expectations. Security, sober

simplicity and quality of life are

dominating the scene now, creating a

very different vibe among the

world’s globerati.

Hub Culture compiles this ranking as a

measure of the moment, drawn from

discussions, emails, and observations

gathered from members around the

world. What keeps coming up, and more

importantly... where?

The list may be debatable, since there is

no set formula for setting the pace. This

gut read on how its all shaking

out reflects the combined wisdom of

niche crowds and curated views.

A new No. 1: Washington DC replaces Los Angeles for
top slot Mumbai, London slide, while Paris, Toronto gain

1. Washington, DC (new)
From out of nowhere,Washington D.C. bursts
onto the No. 1 spot on our list, taking the running
title from the beautiful people in Los Angeles.
Known by some as “Hollywood for the Ugly,”
Washington is alive with excitement as Sasha and
Malia Obama get settled. But its not really about
the Obamas— its about the context of our
changing expectations of government. Hundreds
of thousands of applications are flooding the city
for new administration posts, and the bailouts of
2008 have shifted the attention of global business
to the city. If you’re just starting out, DC is the
place for jobs. If you’re hunting for a bailout,
regardless of sector, DC is your first stop. DC’s
slower pace fits with the new sobermood, and all
eyes are on the Administration for policy cues,
expanded international cooperation, and insight
on an age of creeping socialization.We hate to say
it, but for 2009, its all aboutWashington. Long
may it not last.

2. Berlin (2008 rank: 2)
Berlin holds onto the second spot for several
reasons. It remains the bleeding edge of Europe,
and a unique position as seat of government
provides some stability in increasingly harsh
times. In Berlin the art scene is still flourishing,
mostly because everything comes off a lower base,
both for cost and talent. Its never been about
money asmuch here as other art centers like New
York or London. Themusic scene continues to
innovate, and Germany in general has not
suffered as badly as other European countries hit
by the credit crunch. Add in a strong Euro, and
Berliners become an enigma—povo at home,
increasingly affluent abroad. Solid.

3. Beijing (2008 rank: 4)
Where do the young and ambitious turn when
credit has evaporated and opportunities are few
and far between? The dusty environs of Beijing
perhaps, especially as the government seems to
have latched onto a branding fervor in China’s
post-Olympics conjugal glow. Looking for a PR,
advertising and general marketing hotspot? Brand
China is where its at, and with the government
pumping hundreds of billions into the subject,
Beijing looks better than ever, at least on paper.
Just ignore the noxious skyline as you watch the
GDP growth rates, still hovering near 9%.

4. Los Angeles (2008 rank: 1)
ZOMG, LA finally loses its grip on the No. 1 spot!
All that celebrity bling and sunny living has worn
thin, and stage two terminal onset of the US

meltdown is taking its toll. Empty shoppingmalls
and vacant strips aremore common, the first
hints of blight appearing like a cancer on the auto-
oriented consumer landscape. LA’s fashion scene
has stagnated, and the city’s hold on
entertainment is slipping to diffusion by web 2.0
— a fact especially noticed post-SNL election. But
Los Angeles is still the city of angels— the sun
shines constantly, more people live here than any
other urban center in America, and let’s face it—
the world remains addicted to reality
entertainment, nomatter how it gets delivered.

5. Tokyo (2008 rank: 5)
Tokyo is Tokyo. The city hasmissed out onmuch
of the crisis infecting other financial centers, and a
new green design vibe is overtaking the cutesy
image of the past (very early century). Japanese
design has spotted the environmental theme
permeating business, and the principles of kaizen
(continuous improvement) are shaping a really
cool new Japanese ecovibe. Look for it in
consumer products of all shapes and sizes as the
year progresses, and watch Tokyo flout one of the
world's lowest per capita carbon footprints as the
city shifts its citizens toward zen green.

6. Sydney (2008 rank: 18)
Need a safe port? Australia is another bright spot
going into 2009.Maybe because work is never
really the top priority here, or because you can still
find great roles that touch the global economy.
The general attitude down under appears to be
one of distant concern— everyone knows the
game has shifted, but in Sydney the rules remain
verymuch the same. Sure, real estate and private
equity are stumbling here like everywhere, but in
Sydney, it's still "no worries, mate!"

7. Saõ Paulo (2008 rank: 14)
So the thingwith Saõ Paulo is this: it is huge. It is
still growing, fed by rural to urbanmigrations. The
people are fun. They serveCaiprinhas allmorning
and all night. SP is fine, just fine, and the need for
skills here is unquenchable. Brazil's resourceswill
always be in demand, and despite the crime, its a
genuinely fun place to be— for anyone. Saõ Paulo
has been climbing our rankings steadily, and this
year is no exception.Here, ‘crunch’ is in the quinoa,
not in the financial vocabulary.

8. Hong Kong (2008 rank: 9)
HongKong remains blighted by bad air, and is
reeling from the rout in banking and financial
services. Even so, rumor has it the last banking jobs
in theworld are still available here, and the city’s real
estate sector is expected to turn around faster than
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any othermarket. HongKong is hurting, but
not like other financial centers, and for the super
globally connected, it looksmore appealing than
ever. The city is rich enough to sit out the bust,
and it can always rely onChina's neighboring
Guangdong province to drive the local economy
—a luxuryNewYork and London don’t have.
Oneminus—many expats are leaving as job
cuts sweep the board— fromChristie’s to Citic
to Citigroup.

9. New York (2008 rank: 8)
Down is the newup inNewYork. The city slips
a notch, but the recalibration ofwealth is having
somepositive consequences in the city that
never sleeps. You can get a decent table almost
anywhere. The pace has slowed and social
pressure has eased. 90%of the city is still up
and at it every day, and there’s a new sensation
in the city: hunger. Hunger breeds innovation,
because people actually have to think, plot and
scheme tomake a difference, and aremore
likely to do it on a shoestring budget. This is
good news for the young, who operate best on
hopes and dreams to beginwith.Manhattan, for
the first time in a long time, feels less like a
gilded prison andmore like its scrappy, fighting
self.Wait a fewmonths for the graffiti, crime
and starving hipsters to settle in, andNewYork
justmight be edgy again.

10. London (2008 rank: 6)
London is suffering. The credit crunch has hit
London worse than perhaps any other city, and
themood is as gloomy as the weather. The
fancy nightclubs ofMayfair are half full, and
the pint-drinking in the East End is lackluster
at best. With all that inmind, London remains
the principal global center of Europe, and its
not like things are thatmuch better on the
continent.With large infrastructure projects on
the horizon for the Olympics, nimble currency
moves and a general stiff upper lip, themantra
now is survival and sobriety.

11. Shanghai (2008 rank: 15)
Sure, its a bit ratty and a little frustrating, but
Shanghai remains an adventure. China is one
of the last places in the world still experiencing
growth, and thatmeans that the party is still in
progress here on theHuangphu River. The
lights are still on in Shanghai, and while its not
easy finding jobs, its still easier than a lot of
other places. Even real estate and art are
holding up, though buyer beware— price
security is not uniform.

12. Mumbai (2008 rank: 3)
Clearly the November attacks had a large
impact on themood of the city, but they can’t
dent the can-do spirit of averageMumbaikars.
What the attacks did do, however, was reveal
the extent to whichMumbai relies on a few

international symbols to internationalize the
city, and to what extent those symbols can be
targeted for terror. The combinationmakes for
a less than enthusiastic recipe for attracting
and retaining global talent, which has a knock-
on affect to other areas. Add in the new
security needed everywhere and unclear
leadership horizons, and a perceptible shift in
viewpoint occurs. Sad, but still strong.

13. Singapore (2008 rank: 17)
Singapore is steady, and right now steady is
very good. The tiny city-state showed restraint
in the early part of 2008, and it continues to sit
on piles of cash reserves. Private wealth and
trading (two of the city’s biggest focuses) are
giving ground tomedical tourism, biotech and
other homegrown industries taking root with
support from the government. Throw in the
nice quality of life, low crime, low cost of living
and an improving plethora of local
entertainment, and you»ve got yourself a pretty
good deal: simple, clean, secure.

14. Buenos Aires (2008 rank: 7)
The last few years have been good for Buenos
Aires, as the city benefited from increasing
visitors, low prices and an overall positive
outlook. That changed this year as the
internationalmarkets and visitors that provide
an international feel to the city began to dry up,
leavingBAharder pressed to attract attention.
Some badmacro bets have also proved harmful,
but at least the banks are guaranteed! Trouble is,
few think of Argentina as a currency haven
during times of economic distress,making the
road ahead thatmuchmore lonely.

15. Dubai (2008 rank: 12)
HighflyingDubai has had a bumpy landing to
Reality Island. The over-stretched housing
market is deflating like a limpAtlantis opening
balloon, and the glitzy attitude of the city feels
out of stepwith the austere realities of the global
marketplace. But if you’re up for it, this is still a
good place to base yourself regionally, and
Dubai’s taste for showcases, whether luxury,
architecture or design,make the remaining
grand opportunities here very interesting.

16. Paris (new)
This is the first time Paris has appeared on the
list, but now it just feelsmore relevant. The
currentmood is about refocusing on priorities,
living lifemore simply and thinking deep
thoughts.Where better than Paris? Ok, so the
higher Euromakes the bread, cheese and wine
a bit more expensive, but who’s counting when
you’re sharing? This is inevitable in Paris,
unless you are alone, sitting under a bridge,
which can also happen. And thank you
Madame Bruni, your style is helping put Paris
back in the spotlight.

17. Toronto (new)
Stability is a big theme of themoment, and
Toronto keeps coming up in this thread.
Canadian globe trotters are heading back home
to Canada’smost influential business city as
they check out of their stints abroad. Again,
the economic roll here has been a bit more
mellow, so the vibe hasn’t been totally
destroyed by doom and gloom. Take into
account Toronto’s great outdoors and socialized
services, and it all starts to look pretty good.

18. Istanbul (2008 rank: 11)
Looking ahead, the story of Istanbul is about
youthful opportunity. The city's increasingly
educated population are creating their own
‘perfect society’— a uniquelymodernMuslim
identity, with clubs! Istanbul is remarkably
reliant on international tourism in defining its
globalized aspirations, dampened by a
diminishing will of many to travel and spend
extravagantly. But this also works in Turkey's
favour - Istanbul is comparatively cheap. On
balance the international quality of life remains
good, if isolated. In all, the city's grip on the
global zeitgeist has weakened as attention
drifts elsewhere.

19. México DF (2008 rank: 19)
Its still the largest city in the world, andMéxico
DF is not as exposed to slowdown as themajor
global financial markets. Again, a young
population works inMexico City's favour,
creating optimism and opportunity for the
future, generated by an increasingly well
educated and global population. The recent
explosion of social networking is drawing
Mexico City into themainstream, even as it
continues tomarch to its own beat, and its just
plain fun to be here.

20. Copenhagen (new)
2009 is a big year for Copenhagen as it hosts
the next round of global climate talks in
December, considered bymany themost
important since the Kyoto Protocol. The city is
gearing up, and efforts in wind and other
alternative energy will be in the spotlight. As
such, the Danish way of life, from design to
food, with a focus on streamlined simplicity,
makesmore sense than ever. Like it's
neighbor Stockholm, Copenhagen feels like a
small, sustainable city where luxury is a
necessity, and simplicity a luxury - an efficient,
satisfying mantra to live by.

Falling off in 2009:Vancouver (meh, try
Montreal or Toronto),Madrid (pobre real estate
and tourism), SF (socked by the private equity
collapse),Moscow (bling is out, and some
markets are downup to 70%). Who's new?DC,
Paris, Toronto andCopenhagen.
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TheMediaMatters Latin America Series Debuts inMiami
TThhee  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaalliisstt’’ss  MMEEDDIIAA  MMAATTTTEERRSS  sseerriieess is a new concept in connecting people and
exchanging ideas.  It gathers together key thinkers on international marketing/media
issues and challenges them to discuss today’s opportunities in a fast-paced forum of
debate and interaction. Sponsored solely by Publicitas — Charney Palacios, the event
provided 60 marketers from Latin America a rare forum to discuss the reinvention of
brand building in today’s changing marketing environment.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Amelie Ferro, Publicitas — Charney Palacios and Bruce Noonan, Beber Silverstein.
2  Grace Villamayor, Hertz International and Michael Jones, Mediaedge:cia.
3 Bibiana Aranguren, Estee Lauder and Gustavo Garcia, Media 8.
4 Gori Giliberti, Goal Advertising & Roland Sauter, Revistas Summa.
5 Rafael Arroyo, Toshiba.
6 Maria Carrasquillo, Sunbeam and Guido Conterno, GDA — Grupo de Diarios Americas.
7 Franklin Vargas, Genius-Kye and Luis Castro, Whirlpool.
8 Ana Lisa Shoff, Beber Silverstein Group and Monica Doria Trujillo, Publicitas — Charney Palacios.
9 Ariel Levensen, Carat Canada and Fernando Cimato, HP.
10 Deborah Malone, The Internationalist, and Grace Palacios, Soley Palacios, and Brenda Franco — all Publicitas — Charney Palacios.
11 Patricia Di Pietro, Mediaedge:cia; Sylvia Reyes, Zebra Technology International and Jennifer Garces, Publicitas — Charney Palacios.
12 Kurt Bake, Alex Carreño, Lauren Ragel, and Jennifer Lorenzo — All Pioneer.

mattersmedia
Conference Seriesinternationalistthean

Latin America
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A LITTLE VENETIAN MAGIC IN NEW YORK

The New York Chapter of the IAA hosted its annual Winter Ball with a location theme of Venice this year, entitled “Masquerade di Venezia.”  Masked industry revel-
ers filled the ballroom of a transformed Pierre Hotel in order to raise funds for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, a charity chosen by MediaBrand’s CEO, Nick Brien.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Deborah Malone, The Internationalist and Brendan Banahan, Bank of America.
2  A masked Lorien Reckmeyer, who’s now in Australia at Westwick Farrow Publishing.
3 Ed Erhardt, ESPN/ABC Sports.
4 Newsweek’s Rhona Murphy, also in Venetian mask.
5 Erik Fidel of CNN; Emma Siggins and Mike Vaughton — both Eurosport.
6 Russ Stein, Platform A and Adnan Brankovic, Initiative.
7 Winter Ball program and Venetian mask
8 Hugh Wiley, Fortune and Eammon Store, Mediaedge:cia.
9 Patric Hale — who performed Andrea Bocelli‘s “Time to Say Goodbye” at the event; Jason Webby, The Economist and Sean Lough, 

The Wall Street Journal as Harlequin.
10 Steve Howe, The Financial Times and Abbey Barnett, Bank of America.
11 Masked revelers include Nick Brien, MediaBrands (colorful mask) and Michael Monheim, Axel Springer Group in the center, with their wives on either side.
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The Fox Club London,
46 Clarges Street,
London, W1J 7ER
tel: 020 7495 3656

In the heart of Mayfair you will find one of London’s
best kept secrets, The Fox Club.

This private member’s club is tucked away on Clarges
Street yet just a stone’s throw from Green Park,
Buckingham Palace and an array of exclusive shops.

The Fox offers its members a unique blend of 
informal yet professional service...“we look after you!”

For information about membership and rates go to
www.foxclublondon.com.
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THE FIRST ASIA-PACIFIC DIGITAL MAGAZINE MEDIA CONFERENCE IN TOKYO

Tokyo’s New Otani Hotel was the meeting place for over 500 of the world’s advertising and media 
executives at the first Asia-Pacific Digital Magazine Media Conference, co-sponsored by FIPP 
(International Federation of the Periodical Press) and JMPA (Japan Magazine Publishers’ 
Association).  During the course of two days, delegates heard from publishing CEOs about their 
strategies for digital success and also learned what advertisers envision for the future of 
media advertising.

All photo identifications from left:
1 Don Kummerfeld, CEO of FIPP is surrounded by young Japanese women dressed in typical 

“cos-play” or costumed outfits.
2  Jim Spanfeller — Forbes & Forbes.com.
3 Lekha and Chander Rai, Cross Border Media, Inc. 
4 Yuko Tanaka, Nikkei BP and one of the principle organizers of the Digital Conference.
5 Peter Kennedy, Burda Asia.
6 Christine Scott and Amy Duffin — both FIPP.
7 Doreen Chan and Russell Haderer — both BPA Worldwide.
8 Wolfgang Büchner, Spiegel Online and Alan Lammin, Time Asia.
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Snow’s a comin’, and that means Vancouver is on
the radar for the globally minded outdoorsman.
The essence of Vancouver cannot be grouped by the city’s nightlife, the wild outdoor action or
the sheer beauty which lends its backdrop as the Canadian Rockies. Vancouver is whole, 
natural, wild, yet somehow manages to be extremely modern, quaint and business-minded at
the same time. In a word — divine.

F R O M  H U B C U L T U R E . C O M

Arrivals 
Who says Canucks are boringly clean and
efficient? These qualities create a welcome
experience arriving at YVR – Vancouver
International Airport. A taxi to town will hardly
cost you a maple leaf, but the bus or train are
so efficient, the short distance would hardly be
a nuisance. If you are headed just beyond
Vancouver to play, getting to Whistler-
Blackcomb couldn’t be easier or faster straight
from YVR, but you'll need a car or 4x4.

Head for the Hills
Pack ‘rugged chic’ and make your statement in
Vancouver’s best sport attraction: Whistler-
Blackcomb. The hottest resort north-side of
Sun Valley is a short hour and a half drive
north of the city. The Fjord-like landscape will
take you along the water, through gorges and
maybe past a whale or two before you head up
the canyon. Winter offers the best of! …skiing,
snowboarding, snowmobiling, spa, dining and
for the wild child in all of us, radical inner-
tubing. The large and lovely Fairmont is an
obvious place to stay at the foot of Whistler
mountain, but serious luxury is to be
experienced at the Four Seasons Resort. For
the perfect hot chocolate, head downstairs to
the restaurant Fifty Two 80 Bistro and on your
way, discover a secret fireplace spot good for
canoodling. British Columbia is sensational in
winter, but, summer is also a winner. 

Closer to Vancouver, Grouse Mountain and
Cypress Mountain are two resorts to check out.
The slopes are open late. If you like hiking, pay
a visit to “The Grouse Grind” at Grouse
Mountain, a demanding hike to the top of the
mountain. 

Hospitality
In town, try a stay at the Fairmont Waterfront.
Close to downtown where city life meets the
wild Pacific northwest, it offers stunning
views over the water. 

For a more intimate experience, the
Wedgewood Hotel & Spa is a leading luxurious
Vancouver boutique hotel. Located in the
gardens and waterfalls of Robson Square in the
heart of Vancouver’s downtown core, the
Wedgewood has become a landmark. The hotel
has received numerous awards over the years,

both for its Bacchus Bar & Restaurant.
The Opus Hotel is a boutique hotel for the

smart modernist, and features a Great Dane
licking you on arrival.  It is located in trendy
Yaletown and features the popular Opus Bar,
and Elixir.

Activities 
Stanley Park is an evergreen oasis of 400
hectares close to the downtown core. Its
natural west coast atmosphere fosters a back
drop of majestic cedar, hemlock and fir trees,
transporting visitors to an environment rich
in tranquility. In summer go biking, in winter
try snowshoeing! The park abounds in
wildlife, but leave the guns at home, stopping
instead to admire the towering native North
American totem poles on offer.

A visit to Vancouver would not be complete
without hitting one of many native North
American Indian art galleries. An excellent
gallery is Coastal Peoples Fine Arts Gallery,
which just opened for winter 2008 an
exhibition on the Inuit, Maori, and tribes of the
Pacific Northwest. Popular art themes are
bronze totems and other symbolic art native art
forms shown on canvas, in carved wood,
bringing together the cultures and customs of
these Pacific peoples.

Vancouver’s main tourist attraction is
Gastown’s steam clock on the corner of Cambie
and Water Streets. Still working and still
working on steam, this is an old world charmer.
The more adventurous may try the whale
watching via zodiac. Journey to Steveston, a
charming fishing village located just south of the
city at the mouth of the Fraser River. Whale-
watching tours travel through the Fraser River
Delta, Strait of Georgia and/or Gulf Islands. 

Working up an appetite
After all that adventure, let's eat! Two words:
Asian and fish.

The Eatery on West Broadway is not a
traditional sushi restaurant, as it is known to be
the funkiest place for Japanese food. Offering a
16 page menu with over 100 items to choose
from, so that there’s something for everyone,
no matter how diverse or conservative your
taste may be. For sushi from an old Vancouver
institution don’t miss Tojos on Main Street, its
well know for having the best Japanese around
and a large lofty modern setting. Their new

organic restaurant Motomachi Shokudo is also
worth a visit. 

Trafalgar's Bistro is a warm & welcoming
French bistro. It’s a perfect place for a romantic
evening out, or just to get together with family
and friends, with an unpretentious feeling. The
menu is considered true bistro fare, but with
eclectic international influences. The portion
sizes are not disappointing and the prices are
reasonable for an upscale/casual-style restaurant.

Vancouver boasts some of the best Asian
food outside of Asia itself. For Dim Sum to die
for and the best seafood restaurant in Vancouver
rock up to Sun Sui Wah on Main Street. For
happening sophisticated casual dining with a
great atmosphere check out Nu. Sunday Jazz,
beautiful flavours in a great setting right on
Granville: you can’t really beat that.

Tipple at:
Ginger Sixty Two. Its intimate and sexy. This
Granville lounge club is for a chic upper-crust
Vancouver crowd, offering indulgent 60s
decor with plush furnishings. Even sexier is
Bacchus Lounge in the Wedgewood Hotel.
The lounge of this boutique hotel transports
you to a Venetian era with a carved limestone
fireplace, and gold silk & burgundy velvet
fabrics and sultry Venetian ceiling lighting.
The lounge is home to the liveliest cocktail
hour in the city. Tea is also served. 

Cru, meaning raw in French, is a smallish
lounge cum restaurant. So stop in for a drink
and pick from their delicious tapas style menu
of light dishes from seafood to carpaccio. For
beers, its the Cascade Room. This part of Main
Street was once Vancouver’s Brewery Creek,
their finest of which was the flagship: ‘Cascade’
named “The Beer without Peer’. 

With the Olympics right around the corner,
now is the time to see Vancouver, before the
crowds rush in for winter 2009/2010. Cosy
people and an intimate feeling make the city
fun, and you can’t beat the ordered cleanliness
of the city. 

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative
director of Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a

suite of activities focused on content

development, private social networks and global

experiences. He can be contacted at

stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.



The Internationalist creates the  
first online calendar 

of advertising events around the world.
It is also the only place that also aggregates:

� National & Religious Holidays in the world's top 35 markets

� Trade Shows — categories range from Auto to Luxury to Travel to
Technology

� Key political, entertainment and sports events — from the Davos World
Economic Forum to the Academy Awards to the Masters Golf Tournament
to London Fashion Week

� Major Advertising Festivals and Awards Shows, including Call for Entry
deadlines

Go to: www.internationalistevents.com or

www.internationalistmagazine.com and 
click on the CALENDAR ICON

The Internationalist Introduces 
the First Global Ad Calendar 




